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EDITORIAL:

Dr. Frances Degen Horowitz Is Named
President Of The Graduate School

No More lip Service
The Free Academy is now to go into operation. The experiment is to be tried, whether the
highest education can be given to the masses; whether the children of the whole people
can be educated; and whether an institution of/earning, of the highest grade, can be successfully controlled by the popular will, not by the privileged few, but by the privileged
many.
1849 Mission of the Free Academy (City College)
A close reading of all of the press releases issued by the Chancellor's office and
the CUNY Board of Trustees will not reveal even the faintest resistance to Governor
Mario Cuomo 's proposed $500 tuition hike and $92 million budget cuts, only the kind of
political lip-service now made famous by our "Education President", George Bush. That
is, though these two entities, which ostensibly represent our interests, always announce
their opposition, at no point do they ever detail a plan to oppose the assault on our university. For example, in an April-18 letter to the CUNY community, James Murphy and Ann
Reynolds state in the opening paragraph, that the Board of Trustees, College Presidents,
and Central Administration, "advocate the lowest possible tuition for our students."
What does their advocacy entail? A tuition increase of only $200? Where are their principles and their dedication to the long-standing mission of the City University of New
York. Indeed, the fence-straddling character of their public rhetoric suggests that they
are prepared to actually accede to the mechanics of a narrowly determined legislative
process (defined by the Governor) which will include a vote to mask the decidedly undemocratic assault on a public institution. Nowhere do Murphy and Reynolds state that
continued on page 9

Editor's note: The following text is an ed- established new research centers, increased
ited version of an April 30th CUNY press support for the arts and humanities,
release.
strengthened interdisciplinary doctoral
programs and provided resources for their
In a closed session of the April development and was ac~ively involved in
29th meeting of the CUNY Board of Trus- the recruitment of minority graduate stutees, the Chair, James P. Murphy, an- dents. She has published more than 100
nounced the appointment of Dr. Frances scholarly articles and has served on the
Degen Horowitz as President of the-Grado- editorial and advisory boards of six scholate School and University Center, effective arly journals.
September 1st, 1991.
She has served as a Ford FoundaSince 1978, Dr. Horowitz- was ti9n Fellow, and a consultant to MacArthur
Vice Chancellor for Research, Graduate Foundation Fellows, and has held teaching
Studies and Public Service and Dean of the and research posts at universities in the
Graduate School at the University of Kan- United States and Israel. She was lllso a
sas in Lawrence, Kansas. A psychologist Fellow at the prestigious Center for the
by training, and a specialist in child devel- Advanced Study of Behavioural Sciences
opment, particularly that of infants, her at Stanford University.
scholarship is nationally recognized.
Chairperson Murphy stated that,
Dr. Horowitz was born and raised "Dr. Horowitz has a vision for graduate
in the Bronx and earned her B.A. in Phi- education, a creative approach to research
losophy at Antioch College, her M.Ed. in and public services partnerships, and many
Elementary Education at Goucher Co\lge

skills and talents that will serve the G1:adu-

and herj>h.D in.Developmental Psychol- ate School and the entire universit-y~e

Planned Shrinkage of the CUNY System
by Tom Smith
The process of offering CUNY students less education for more tuition is
once again accelerating. Mid-year, tuition
went up $200/year throughout CUNY,
while the budgets and course offerings of
many departments, especially in the arts,
were slashed. Now Cuomo is proposing
another $92 million cut in state aid, along
with another $500/year tuition hike.
The plan being put forth from the
CUNY administration to deal with
Cuomo's austerity cµts is planned shrinkage. What is "shrunken" in planned shrinkage is .the .commitments of city governments and public universities to working
and poor people. Planned shrinkage is the
managerial strategy to selectively target
shrinking resources towards attracting
greater revenues. In New York City,
money for hospitals and fire companies is
cut to make way for an attractive downtown area. Revenues are spent to competitively attract new, greater revenues from a
corporate and middle class clientele. New
York City uses its funds to make Times
Square an attractive place for corporate
directors and yuppies to do business and
have fun in, thereby hoping to encourage
corporations and banks to invest in the
New York City economy rather than in
L.A. or in Miami. CUNY is attempting to
do likewise; for CUNY this will mean the
planned reduction of the student body,
closing campuses and drastically raising
tuition. The administration will attempt to
spend its shrinking revenues on creating a
"higher quality" education which will attract middle class students who can pay
higher tuitions. The justifications and arguments that will be used for doing away with
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campuses, services and what remains of
open admission and low tuition will be
"trimming the fat" and the need to maintain
academic "standards."
Leading the pack in recession budgeting is the Hunter plan, designed by the
chairman of the Hunter College Senat~
Budget Advisory Committee, Dr. Randy
Filer, a professor here at the Graduate Center as well, which recommends that the
Hunter College student body be cut by 20
percent, while tuition and fees increase
over the next three yeai:s from $1450 to
$2,259 per year-nearly double Cuomo'.s
fi_gure!
According to the Committee's
statement, these steps are necessary "to
reverse recent trends that are undermining
the college's ability to meet its mission and
provide the quality of education our students deserve."
Which students does Filer mean?
When 20% of the students would be
dropped and the other 80% would have to
nearly double their already Herculean efforts to pay for their tuition while still
studying during the remaining hours of the
week, how is CUNY made better able to
fulfill its mission? In Filer's spoken presentation, his and the Hunter Committee.'s
real purpose .became clearer. Filer was
continued on page 8
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ogy at the University of Iowa in 1959. She

are very grateful to Trustee Calvin 0.

joined the faculty of the University of Kansas in 1961and steadily rose through the
administrative ranks. She has held the
posts of Professor in the Department of
Human Development and Family Life and
the Department of Psychology, as well as
Senior Scientist in the Bureau of Child Research and Associate Dean of the College
of Liberal Arts and Sciences. Dr. Horowitz

Pressley who chaired the Search Committee, and all the members for their exemplary work."
Dr. Horowitz succeeds Dr. Harold
M. Proshansky who died in December after
serving as President of the Graduate
School for 18 years. Dr. Steven Cahn has
served as Acting President in the interim.

April 1991; Student controlled NAC Building at CCNY
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At the March 7 meeting of the
Graduate Council a proposal to
award an honorary degree to Lamar Alexander, President Bush's nominee for Secre-·
tary of Education, was rejected after
Graduate School student representatives
Michael Glassman and Jerrod Hayes spoke
against it. According to minutes of the
Graduate Council, a "Doctor of Humane
Letters" award, was proposed by Acting
Provost Geoffrey Marshall as an incentive
for Alexander to speak at the 1991 commencement ceremony.
Hayes_ recountaj__ that he was perplexecr-;-hen, prior to the meeting he only
received Alexander's brief curriculum vita
in addition to a note proposing the honorary degree. Furthermore, there was no
mention of Alexander's proposed commencement speech, which was eventually
revealed at the meeting. Alexander's vita
did state, however, that he has been active
in Republican politics, that he had worked
for Republican Howard Baker's campaign
for US Senate, and that thereafter he had

No Honors for Lamar Alexander
By Tom Smith
worked in the Nixon Administration, and
later was elected Governor of Tennessee in
1978 and 1982. As a private lawyer, Alexander has "worked with groups devoted to
revenue sharing and crime and delinquency
control."
In conjunction with a student lriend at
the University of Tennessee, Hayes compiled several articles from The Washington
Post which documented that while Alexander had cultivated a reputation for himself
as a sponsor of educational reform, the reforms he actually championed were nebulous. These "reforms" included merit pay
for teachers, which according to Hayes,
'"gives to a few teachers less than what they
all deserve," and new standardized testing,
a proposal with whose anti-democratic
character CUNY students are now familiar.

Hayes noted Alexander's ambiguous reaction to claims that minority fellowships
were unconstitutional made by Assistant
Secretary for Civi1 Rights, Michael Williams. "He criticized Williams only for
jumping the gun. He said if he became
Education Secretary, things would be just
like they were before [Williams' claims]
but then he'd 'look into' the matter again."
Alexander implies that something in Williams' findings merits consideration.
Hayes and Glassman immediately organized to protest the proposal and posted
numerous flyers titled "Why Is CUNY
Kissing the Hand That Strangles Us?"
They also contacted other student representatives and encouraged them to attend Tom Smith is enrolled in the Political Scithe meeting and vote against the proposal. ence program and an Associate Editor of
At the meeting, Michael Glassman The Advocate.

l
This spring the PTU, (The Part Timers
United, an association of adjuncts and
graduate assistants of CUNY), is running
,
two candidates for office in the PSC (the
~
~rofessional Staff Congress, the union for
~ a c u i t y and staff of CUNY). The candidates
are Paul Bartlett, an adjunct member ofthe
r
Department ofSocial Sciences at LaGuar,
dia who is running for the PSC Vice President for Part-Time Personnel, and Susan
DiRaimo, an ESL Department adjunct at
City College who is running for one of the
five University-wide Officers. The election
will take place on April 25th. I recently
interviewed Paul Bartlett about their campaign.

r

ADVOCATE: How did you get involved with the PTU?
PB: Last year I saw a flyer which read,
"Exploited, Insulted and Angry? Then
come to the next meeting of the PTU". At
that meeting. I found 100 people who
shared many of the same grievances and
feelings I had about the horrendous working conditions of part-timers at ~UNY and
how it adversely effects education at
CUNY. At tliis ineeting we worked to define and articulate in some detail what our
problems were and what to do about them.
I learned that this group was the reconstituted successor of a group forp1ed in 1983
for similar reasons, the former PTU - The
Part-Time Instructional and Research Staff
Union [see articles by Vincent Tirelli and
Jonathan Lang in the September 1990
ADVOCATE].
ADVOCATE: What came ,out of
those initial meetings?
PB: Aside from a sense of solidarity
and possibility, we developed some demands and strategies. Our first strategy
was to get PSC union leaders to address our
concerns in the upcoming contract negotiations with the University. These included
equal pay for equal work, greater job security, and general improvement in working
conditions. We met with representatives of
the union and lhey heard and agreed that

conditions of adjuncts and part-time staff
were very bad, and to include some of our
concerns in the negotiations. But it was
unclear what priority the union gave to our
concerns in the contract negotiations.
Moreover, we were not included in the
talks (they were closed negotiations), and
the union leadership discouraged us from
expecting substantial fulfillment of our
demands.
ADVOCATE: How did this affect the
sentiment and activities within the PTU?
PB: Well, we had been recruiting and
organizing part-timers on each of the various CUNY campuses and realized there
was significant sentiment for pressing our
concerns on different fronts. At the same
time the budget crisis intensified. So we
requested the union stop taking such a defensive posture around negotiations and
budget cuts, and instead advocate tax equity as a position.
ADVOCATE: Tax equity? Is this the
position of the PTU on the budget crisis?
PB: In part. Let me try to explain my
position this way. In the fall, the CW A
[Communication Workers of America Union] made an alternative proposal. [Proposal
1180] to the state and city of New York to
deal with the financial crisis. Proposal
1180 states that in principle the restoration
of tax equity in the tax structure of the state
and city of New York could more equitably
solve the budget crisis without sustaining
cuts in services and layoffs which would
disproportionately adversely effect the
middle and working classes. State Senator
Franz Leichtor's office did a study on the
changes in income and wealth in New York
during" the 1980's, and on the impact of
changes in the tax law. The study found
that the higher income brackets in the state
are making more money and paying disproportionately less taxes than before 1980. It
shows that in fact the higher income brackets in New York did better than compared

stated that many fellow students
felt it hypocritical to give Alexander a degree. The Reagan and Bush Administration cuts to financial aid have
made it much more difficult or impossible
for students to earn their degrees. Hayes
then argued that upon reading Alexander's
vita, he felt that Alexander didn't deserve
the degree. He added that this award could
only be "a political statement". No one in
the Administration spoke in favor, and the
proposal was solidly voted down.
Acting President Cahn did not respond
when asked for comment on the Graduate
Council's rejection of the proposal. Acting
Provost Marshall responded, .. No comment. The process was gone through." At
press time Alexander has not informed the
Council as to whether he will speak at the
1991 commencement ceremony.

to the rest of the nation, and increased their
income by 40%. By comparison, the
middle and lower income brackets are
making proportionately less money and
paying more in taxes than previously. Between 1980 and 1988, the 4 lowest quintiles lost a substantial percentage of their
incomes, the lowest quintile losing 45%,
while bearing more of the burden of taxes.
The top 1% of the population was receiving 10.5% _of the state's income in 1980,
and in 1988 was receiving 24.9%. So, now
fully one quarter of the state's income goes
to the top 1% of New York State's population. Regarding taxes, the top quintile pays
17% less than before, with the top 1% paying 33% less than in 1980. So, if we addressed the tax equity issue and merely
bring it back to 1980 levels, then a lot of
our problems are solved. Interestingly, a
lot of these changes came under Governor
Cuomo under the recommendation and
pressure of the New York Business Coun,
cil. And al)other big loss in tax revenue is
the big decline in corporate tax collection.
In New York in 1965, businesses contributed 23% of the state's general funds, and
now they contribute 12% of the state's
general .funds. On the city level, the city
continues to give massive tax breaks to real
. estate developers and corporations.
ADVOCATE: But, given the changes
in the international economy hasn't there
been more pressure on governments to
provide inducements to keep businesses in
the state and city?
PB: One of the most common myths
perpetrated is that corporate and business
decisions to invest or relocate are based
purely or mostly on differential tax levels.
It is common knowledge within the regional urban planning community that
taxes are very far down the list for business
considerations for location. One of the
largest consulting firms to business told a
regional meeting of economists, that taxes
are one of the least important considerations regarding relocating in or out of New
York City. The number one concern is the

labor force consideration. That is. the quality of labor. in terms of skill levels and
availability, as well as the problem of getting executives to relocate. So, the real
problem is the deterioration of the perceived quality of life and high expenses of
life in New York City. 'rhe problems of
transportati_on, housing, crime and schools
are much more important in addressing
business needs than taxes.
ADVOCATE: So, what does all this
have to do with the Vl:U1

PB: Its clear that the conditions of
adjuncts - low pay, low job security, increasing layoffs, etc. - are intimately connected to CUNY's budget crisis now, and
actually stems from the 1975 fiscal crisis.
The deterioration of adjunct's conditions
coupled with the increased reliance by
CUNY on adjuncts [part-timers comprise
over half the CUNY faculty and over 75%
in some departments], began in the 1975
crisis, and reflects the declining priority of
education in CUNY and in governing
circles. The present crisis exacerbates
these trends, and there is also pressure now
to reduce the overall number of students
currently served by CUNY - that is to say,
restrict access. What this means for parttimers is our natural allies in our fight for
job security, pay and the like, are students,
faculty and staff who perceive the crisis
and prescription in similar terms. The PTU
wants to reverse the trend of adjunctification of the University by asking for- a proportional increase in full-time lines so adjuncts - particularly minority faculty, who
_are concentrated· in the part-timers ranks can move up to full time positions. Many
part-time faculty are now qualified to be in
full-time tenure track-positions. And parttimers who prefer to remain part-time (like
parents, or those with other commitments)
deserve to get equal pay for equal work and
greater job security.
ADVOCATE: How will better pay
and greater job security improve the quality of education at CUNY?
PB: Adjuncts don't often know what
their teaching until the last minute so students can't know who wilfbe their teacher,
what's required and so forth, nor do instructors have ample time to order the
books they prefer in ti~e. Moreover, adcontinued on next page
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A seven-member faculty Academic
Rights committee has recommended that
City College talce no action against Professors Michael Levin and Leonard Jeffries
for their controversial views and comments
which some consider racist. The committee included Professor Leonard Roellig
(chairperson), Department of Physics;
Dean Michael Arons, Division of Science;
Dean Max Bond, School of Architecture;
Professor Juan Flores, Department of Latin
American & Hispanic Carribean Studies;
Professor Janice R. Joy, Department of
Special Programs; Dr. Marlene MacLeigh,
Associate Dean of Student Affairs; and
DistinguisHed Professor SheJdon Weinbaum, Department of Mechanical Engineering.
The Ad-Hoc Committee on Academic
Rights and Responsibilities submitted the
long-awaited report, which was unanimously approved, to President Bernard W.
Harleston earlier thi~ month.
Harleston, who released the four page
report last week, indicated in a prepared
statement that he will follow the
committee's recommendations.
The committee stated the need to reaffirm "its commitment to the principles of
academic freedom and free speech. We

consider faculty entitlement to freedom in
research and discussion crucial to the intellectual vigor of the college." However, the
committee also stated that City College,
which has a tradition of cultural and political pluralism, must estaolish a balance between free speech rights of faculty and
rights of students to learn in an environment free from harassment due to race,
class, ethnic origin, religion, gender, or
sexual preference.
Yet, the committee conceeded, "We
know of no panacea or 'foolproof' ap-'
proach to resolve the tension and achieve a
perfect balance." "The approach"; •they
suggested, "should l?e one of 'minimal
harm' to each right." The committee added
that the college has the responsibility to
intervene when the educational experience
of students is jeopardized by a professor
within a given course. "At the minimum,
students under these circumstances ~hould,
after appropriate process, be able to resign
from such a course without academic penalty, or be allowed to substitute another
course to fulfill the requirement." The
committee did not suggest or address (City
College) Dean Paul Sherwin's solution,
where the college organized another section of the class which Levin taught,

thereby offering an alternative whereby
students could complete requirements
without administrative difficulty.
The committee noted in conclusion
that, "we would like to emphasize that
grappling with the problems of academic
freedom, racism, and cultural diversity
must be an on-going process. In spite of
the pitfalls, we are confident that we can
succeed as a college to preserve our committment to intellectual vigor and cultural
diversity."
Professor Levin, who has filed suit
against President Harleston and Dean Paul
.Sherwin for allegedly "unfairly tllreatening
his tenure and preventing him from taking
advantage of professional and scholarly
opportunities", declined to comment. Professor Jeffries stated that "The committ~e
never even called me. My rights were violated. I had no due process. I'm going to
the president's office right now to demand
a hearing and to discuss what charges were
made against me."
Derrek Neely is a student at the City College of New York and a member of The
Campus staff. This article originally appeared in the March 26, 1991, issue of The
Campus.

PREPARING FELLOWSHIP APPLICATIONS - FREE WORKSHOP
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We will be covering the following topics:
•writing a good proposal and abstr~ct; arranging for effective references or recommendation;
•preparing curricula vitae and/or personal stateme_pts;.
•special requirements for particular grants (e.g., Fulbrights);
•overcoming "unanticipated" snags and snafus;
.
.
.
.
•preparations to be made 6 months to 2 years before the application deadline (1.e., laymg the groundwork),
• overview of sources of support.
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FULBRIGHT GRANTS FOR
RESEARCH ABROAD
All students who are considering applying for a Fulbright to conduct research or to study abroad during
1992-93 must apply in the fall of 1991.
The campus deadline lor applications
is Wednesday; September 25.
Students mus, notify Sharon Lerner,
the Fulbright P'{ogram Advisor, by August 1, 1991, that they intend to apply,
and are strongly encouraged to attend
one ofthe fellowship application workshops !O be held in April.

,·.[_,•_1,1_·_

juncts constantly have to worry·about reappointment, so they must cover themselves
with other income and tend to be overworked.
ADVOCATE: Regarding a 'public
campaign,' can you tell me something
about the Emergency Committee to Save
CUNY that you are also a member of?
PB: The PTU worked this fall with
other faculty and staff to form this committee. The purpose is to fill a void-students
have many organizations, the administration has their own institutional position.
Faculty and staff were not organized
around the budget crisis in any effective
way. We feel that faculty and staff have
unique resources and point of view within
the University community. Although the
administration funded buses to the March
19th rally in Albany, and although students
have had many actions of concern to them,
we intend to initiate actions and participate
in activities to fight against the budget cuts.
ADVOCATE: Who is involved in the
Emergency Committee to Save CUNY,
and what actions do you have planned?
PB: The PTU has been involved, and
prominent activis~ faculty and staff from
many colleges, the Puerto Rican Task force
on _Higher Education, and the Council of
Dominican Educators are involved. The
concerns of the Committee reflect the concerns of its members, and we expect that
many other faculty and staff groups and
individuals will join as we make o~rselves
known."'
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Students at all stages of course work and dissertation research are invited to attend
a workshop on stratea--;es for preparing successful predoctoral and
~...
dissertation fellowship applications.

For more information on fellowship workshops,
send a self-addressed, stamped envelope to
Sharon Lerner,
Office of the Dean fQr Student Affairs
CUNY Graduate Center
33 W.42ndSt

9

regarding such issues as the New Aea-.
demic Standards proposed by the
Chancellor's office. We are concerned
about the differential effects it will have on
different types of students. The implementation might have the effect of restricting
access to certain groqps (such as Latinos,
African-Americans, new immigrants and
other victims of our inadequately funded
public school system) and result in a decline of the service we provide the city. We
want to open up the process of the formulation and implementation of this proposal.
We may plan a forum on this issue. We
also are discussing the possibilities of initiating a public campaign to make the case
for CUNY as available investment for the
city, with our immediate objective of stopping the defunding and possible shrinking
of the University.
ADVOCATE: What do you mean by
a "Public Campaign"?
PB: We want to mobilize the entire
CUNY community, as well as the business
• community that CUNY provides employees for, alumni, etc. A public campaign
means communicating the message that
has not been well told to the broader city
and state. We have many resources within
the University, such as excellent research
skills, that are not being utilized in this
fight against the budget and other educa' tional issues. The part-timers fate is very
much wrapped up with the fate of the students other faculty and staff, and the city's
economic future and quality of life. Some
say we can't afford CUNY. I say we can
not afford not to have CUNY.

Ron Hayduk is a graduate stitdent in the
Political Science Dept.
r,
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Letters

Editorials

What Counseling on Campus?
•• •

The rights of oppressed people unlike
the rights of the privileged are always contested and contingent. And so, public education is again under assault. In this edition
we focus on the CUNY crisis: students are
now threatened with substantial tuition increases of $500 a year, reductions in financial aid, and budget cuts of 92 million dollars. This is, of course, part of the same
political process which has brought about
cuts in services for working people, and
particularly for people of color. The cuts to
the CUNY system as well as other institutions and social services, are dictated by
the logic of recession.
But we must be clear on what this
means for education in general and public
institutions such as CUNY in particular.
We are witnesses to the destruction of public education. Already, thousands of students are being priced out and therefore
shut out of CUNY, .µid the proposed tuition hikes and aid cuts will only accellerate
this process. Meanwhile, the reductions in
adjunct positions and class sections will
also significantly cut the student body. And
there is an argument that this is not_ accidental; one strategy of the CUNY administration will be to shrink CUNY - that is,
the student body, campuses, faculty, staff,
and facilities. This process of slow death
will not change even if the tuition hike is
"rolled in" rather than immediately imposed, and even if budget cuts are lowered.
The colleges are already operating on nonsustainable budgets. Unless we can roll
back the budget cuts and tuition hikes,
campuses will be closed, more faculty and
staff will be _layed-off.
The budget cuts and tuition hikes will
alter the character of the students served by
CUNY. In a microcosm of a national
trend, middle class students will be priced
out of private instititions and will therefore
go to SUNY, while students currently enrolled in SUNY schools will be priced out
and will transfer to CUNY. This logic dietates that many CUNY students will be
forced out of higher education while the
Jrogressive vision of the community college system will perverted into a dumping
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ground for those denied a B.A.
As graduate students, adjuncts, and
scholars we must interrogate the politics of
education and its delivery. College education for the majority is no longer supported
by the government of The New World
Order, even as the number of jobs in which
education is required dwindles. This bleak
prospect does not simply concern the poor
and disenfranchised but also the middle
class whose rights and gains have also been
eroded by this process.
We are, then, compelled by circumstances to support the actions of our fellow
CUNY students to secure their basic rights
to an education. Some graduate students
may feel that their interests lie with the institution and not with other CUNY students, and that their careers are best secured this way. But our best interests are
served by unity in struggle for greater democracy, greater access to universities, and
not by the logic of austerity and competition for an ever shrinking slice of the pie.
The budget cuts will mean drastic cuts
in adjunct positions - in the short term,
adjunct teaching positions will melt into
air; there is no other job common to as
many CUNY graduate students. In the long
term we will enter a depressed job market
where previously full-time tenured jobs
have been replaced by temporary or pennanent adjunct positions; and this is caused
by the same economic logic that dictates
cuts to education.
Therefore our interests, immediate and
long-term, lie with the demands of undergraduates. To demand basic educational
rights is not unreasonable or naive. Tuition
hikes and budget cuts will not forestall
what is nothing other than an assault on
institutions which serve the non-elite. This
assault is not planned by conspiracy, it is
simply the logic of the economic system
that causes austerity though it can always
find money to wage war or hire more police. And while these assaults are across the
board, are not isolated and finally cannot
'be defeated in isolation, the actions of the
'CUNY students are an important step in a
fightback.
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The Advocate welcomes all
Fees are:
letters and article submis-. $75 per quarter page for out-ofsions. Letters should be brief.
house advertisers
The Advocate will withold the
$50 per quarter page for inidentity of letter writers if rehouse fee-~ollecting

quested, though all letters
must be signed. Articles
should be single spaced, no
longer than 2500 words, and
submitted on both paper and
computer disk if possible. The
editors reserve the right to refuse and edit all submissions.

During my ultimate semester at the
Graduate Center I was mugged near my
house. I required out-patient medical treatment and borrowed $1000 to finance it.
After I was able to resume my normal activities, I tried to arrange for a consult with
Dr. Rothenberg because I was traumatized.
The sense of security which I had felt previously had collapsed and the agony of
weltschmertz now grawed me. I telephoned for an appointment with Dr. Rand
told him what prompted this call. He reminded me that he had recommended psychotherapy. I told him such was out of the
question - I was now in dire financial
straits. I did not want any special considerations from him nor extensive psychotherapy- I just wanted to talk to a familiar
professional whose acument J respected.
He then recommended I talk to the other
psychologist there, whose name I have
since forgotten. I called her for a consult she shrieked at me that Dr. R had recom-

Among CUNY's student organizations, MSA currently stands for the Minority Student Association. This will probably
change very soon, and I will be very
pleased if it does. What will be the new
name of the organization, if any? That is
yet to be determined. Renaming MSA will
be discussed, and hopefully voted on at our
May 3 and perhaps subsequent meetings.

tion to what is MSA. That definition could
be equally applied to people in the_"majority".
The word minority has negative connatations that I find disturbing and inappropriate. I only consider myself a minority as
a percentage of the student body at

Why rename MSA? Several members

continued on next page

CUNY's Graduate Centt:!P.

M"SA

's name

should reflect the ethni~/racial identity of
its membership, rather than a generic term
which defines none and offends all. This is
only my personal opinion. If you are interested in MSA I urge you to attend the April
12th meeting to express your views on this
issue.

haye raised provocative questions as to
what is a minority student association.
What is a minority? According to Webster
a minority is "a part of a population differing from others in some characteristics and
often subjected to differential treatment,"
that certainlr does not lend much clarifica- Mary Eustace Valmont
Environmental Psychology Program

- -- -- -- - - -- - ---- -------------- ----.-----. : .: ' ..
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I commend Christine Nucci for her
ability·to publically share her negative experiences with the Graduate Center's Psychological Services. I also went to Psychological Services and was contemptuosly
rebuffed at a time when I was in great exigency.
I will briefly report on my initial experiences: During my penultimate semester,
the Graduate Center offered on-site Psychological Services. I consulted with Dr.
Rothenber 2 or 3 times over that semester. I
was then a dissertation candidate in psychology and wished to utilize the service to
brainstorm non-academic career options. I
sensed that my departmental faculty would
be unreceptive and downright hostUe to
such a discussion and I preferred to talk to
an objective outsider. Dr. R ultimately suggested outside psychotherapy and offered
me a referral. I followed through, arranged
for a consultation, and ultimately decided
that neither the therapist nor the process
was what I wanted for that time.
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mended psychotherapy and what did I
mean by calling, that the six or so sessions
she could offer might cause me more distress, as I would fonn an attachment to her
that would have to be brought to hasty closure, etc. I assured her I understand the distinction between long and short-term therapyandtoldherwhylhadfewalternatives.
She grudgingly offered me an appointment. I took it - over the course of the day
my irritation icnreased and I realized I
would spend more of t\le session talking
about my angry feelings caused by her nasy
mien than my distress from being attacked.
I cancelled the appointment and weathered
the affect sorm of my post-traumatic stress
along - my friends and family were too
distressed by what happened to me and I
did not want them tp feel more burdened.
The Graduate Center needs to offer
psychological services for its students university life can be alienating and distressing, and our urban surrounds frightening and menacing. I don't want to trash
what little they can offer, but suggest a
thorough investigation of· how effective
they are at delivering these services and
what has happened that so man6 students
felt left in the cold by Psychological Services.

by Camille Rodriguez
·

Editors' note: the following text was delivered at the Somos Uno
Conference, Albany, New York and the Graduate Student TeachIn on the CUNY Crisis and the New World Order in March 1991.
Ms. Rodriguez is the Research Director of the Higher Education
Task Force at the Centro de Estudios Puertorriquenos Higher
College of the City University of New York.

and Spanish, and their relationship to issues of schooling and
learning.
• An exploration of the cultural expressions that identify us as
a people.
We have studied, throughout the last two decades, the connections between commonly held assumptions that underlie existing policies toward our community and changes in our relative
First we had California's Proposition 13. Then we had Re- condition. The importance of higher education, generally, and
aganomics. Now New York City and State are facing a revenue CUNY, in particular, have been and remain central to our concern
shortfall of staggering proportions. The result is that the .New abour the future of the Puerto Rican community.
York public higher education system is in 5=risis.
Simultaneously, Latinos face growing unemployment; a deDOWNWARD PRESSURES ON STUDENT-ENROLLcline in life expectancy for Latino males; increasing poverty MENTS-INCREASED CREDENTIALS IN JOB MARKET
among our women and children; a crisis. in housing with homelessness and hunger at levels close to those during the Great DePuerto Ricans/LatiI)os become casualties as the pressure to
pression; a growing AIDS epidemic and an increase in tuberculo- reduce student enrollments intensifies. After Open Admissions
sis cases as health indicators in some of our communities ap- ( 1970), CUNY experienced surge in enrollments. While it is
proach those o_f many Third World countries; a high school drop clear that white students were also beneficiearies, the Open Adout rate of more than 50%.
missions policy was an important gain in access for Latino and
Within our city and state government, among CUNY admin- African American students.··
istrators-and faculty, we hear a retreat from commitments to LatiThe Latino student ex~rience has been quite different, hownos. If not checked, Latino students, faculty, programs and com- ever, from the experience of others. Our students are prepondermunitty will be casualties in higher education as we have been in antly female, older, heads of.families, and often hold one or more
every other area.
jobs. More than likely, they are not full-time students. Juggling
I have been a part of a unique comer of CUNY. The Centro, school, work and family responsibilities, they struggle to remain
as we are oiften called, is dedicated to a comprehensive under- in the university in order to face a job market progressively requirstanding of the Puerto Rican experience in all its manifestations. ing higher credentials.
While Latino students have ready access to community colOur research agenda has included:
leges, entry into the senior colleges is more problematic. Trans--A Psychology Alumna
•An affirmation of our history.
•A comprehension of our migration experience and its roots ferring between community and senior college very often means
remediation classes with little or no credit for a year or more.
in economic relations between the U.S. and Puerto Rico.
•An investigation of our patterns of language use, in English
Latino students have entered the university but encounter

a

continued

THE DINING COMMONS
Have You Seen The "Wednesday Bar Buffet"
From 12:00 To 2:00 p.m.
Chef Carlos Prepares Another Special Right Before Your Eyes
At $6.25 Plus Tax You Also Receive a Glass Of Beer, Wine Or Soft Drink At The Bar.

Start Your Day With The Breakfast Special at $2.71 With Tax, Or $2.41 With CUNY ID.
Dinner Special At $7.52 With Tax, Or $6.77 With CUNY ID.
Remember to Present Your CUNY ID To The Cashier In Order To Receive Your 10% Discount.

Vegetarians
April 8th Brings New Vegetarian Fare To The Graduate School
Help Us Make It Work And Suggest Recipes Etc.

;i~W,iiiJi~;=~~~~-~:''
'-/. , .-·.;.-_ .')··.·,, :who Won s·JtunctPricke.tsr
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Did You Know That You Can Still Get A 50% Off 'The-Bar Food' Men~
On Monday and Tuesday, From 5:00 To 7:00 p.m.?
~

If You Have Any Suggestions Please Use Our New Suggestion Box
Banquets
Planning A Banquet?
We Have A Nice Selection In Our Banquet Menu Package Whkh We Will Be Glad To Send You.
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many obstacles along the way.
The budget crisis will exasperate an already difficult situation
for them. We are visible as
freshmen and maybe sophomores. Beyond that our ranks
thin out. The few Latinos who
persist will graduate on the average of seven to eight years
after enrollment.
that the rate of placement in remediation and the concurREDUCTION OF COUNSELING AND SUPPORT- rent barring of students from any college courses at
THE RAISING OF STANDARDS
CUNY has exceeded the national norms."
Within CUNY, newer proposals on standards now
New York City high schools are in terrible trouble and circulating include shifting the burder of remediation enhave been for quite a long time. It is no secret that our tirely to the community colleges, contracting remediation
students are tracked into less challenging programs from out to private firms, and increasing high school requirements. The image of the Latino student as deficient, not
the primary grades.
A 1989 study by President Ricardo Fernandez college material, is reinforced, These proposals place the
(Lehman College) suggest that our teenagers receive very responsibility for academic support outside the senior collittle guidance and have few options in their academic leges. It is relegating responsibility to more problemchoices. Facilities have been poor and funds insufficient riddled institutions just as their capacity to respond is decieven prior to this current budget crunch. With both state sively compromised.
Access and quality are not contradictory terms aland city in fiscal straits, the high schools serving us are in
~en greater trouble. In addition, our few community- though often treated as such if not in name, in practice.
based agencies concerned with counseling and guidance Discussions of standards must address institutional restruggle to maintain services with less and less public and sources and realities. Discussion of standards must inelude instituitional changes.
private suport.
Contrast this with the question of standsrds once
again being raised on our public university campuses; first
REDUCTION OF GRANTS AND SCHOLARSHIPS-INCREASE IN LOANS AND TUITION
of all, what distinguishes any discussion about the Latino
student from others is the question of language. Language
Puerto Ricans and Latinos become casualties as prois a the heart of any standards issue.
A recent report by Professor Ricardo Otheguy (City grams and services responsive to Puerto Rican and Latino
College), commissioned by the P-uerto Rican Council on needs come to be viewed as expendable. Puerto Rican
Higher Education and CUNY's Office of Academic Af- studies programs and departments have encouraged interfairs, points to an abuse of a testing policy (Skills Assess- disciplinary study by providing forums for apporaching
ment Tests in reading, writing and math) that is adversely contemporary issues within a context of a particular
affecting Latino students. The result, says Otheguy, "is nationality's historical trajectory. As these programs de-

veloped, the complexity of the
Puerto Rican experience came to
light. Puerto Rican studies have
tapped into the body of knowledge
produced on the Island while producing and providin~ a forum for
new knowledge emerging in the
United States.
Yet, Puerto 'Rican/Latino academic programs and departments
are seen as a marginal part of higher education, as overly
concerned with community needs, as too narrow or too
broad in the challenge they present ot the traditioonal departments. The role they play for the Puerto Rican/Latino
student or in the life of Latino comunity is neither understood or acknowledged. The pressure is to consolidate all
Latino or minority concerns into a smaller and smaller
space in the academy.

REDUCTION OF GRANTS AND SCHOLARSl-lIPS-INCREASE IN LOANS AND TUITION
Finally, Puerto Ricans and Latinos become casualties
as federal and now, city and state allocations for grants and
scholarships become a thing of the past. Latino students
must rely increasingly on loans to finance their more extended higher education experience. They must forego
full-time earnings at higher levels for a greater length of
time. They must cope with higher costs in food, housing,
transportation, books, and clothing expenses. They must
bear an educational debt on top of other debts whether they
earn college credit, graduate or not. They will have few
job choices or be employed with benefits substantially below those provided older workers. They cannot expect to
be able to accumulate wealth and secure their future.
Latino students in CUNY faced tuition for the first
time just a few years after they entered the system in record numbers. Since that time, tuition increase proposals
have more than doubled. For more than 125 years, CUNY
was able to remain tuition-free through periods of economic expansion and depressions (Great and s01all).
We need to :be reminded of the original c~v

BANALITY AND FATALITY IN CULTURAL STUDIES

MaylO-llth
CUNY Graduate School

33 West 42nd Street New York City
In the 1'new world order," is cultural studies over? Have our options
become, as Meaghan Morris asks, limited to 11 the fatal strategies
of Baudrillard" or 11 the voxpop style of cultural studies ••• offering us
a sanitized world of a deodorant commercial where there is always
a way to redemption"? We propose this student conference as a
space for rethinking the limits and strategies of cultural studies.
A plenary on political correctness will be held in the
auditorium on Friday at 7:00
pm.
Starting at 10:00 am on Saturday,
panels will include:
Feminism and S & M: Lynn Chancer, Kim Pa ice
Multiculturalism: Omar Dahbour, Kristin Koptiuch

Intervention Without Identity: Pam Moore, Greg Laugero, Michael Hill, Mona Nara ins

Resistance and Cultural Materiality: Kanishka Chowdhury,
Ross Dawson, John Mitchell, Ramsey
Eric Ramsey
Toys Are Us: Lou-Amdur, Elizabeth
Chin, Carl Rubin

Fromm-Reich Roundtable:
sponsored by Fromm-Reich Working
Group

Everyday life Roundtable:
sponsored by Heidegger Working
Group

NakedCity-TheCultural

Politics of Gentrification:
Steve Duncombe, Andy Mattson, Bilr
Sites

Pop Culture and Appropriation: Ron Lembo, Robin Markowitz,
Abbott Miller, Ellen Lupton

Postmod Knowledge: Tony Alterman, Margaret Yard, Rose
Cherubin
Discussion sponsored by the
working groups in Feminism, the third World, and
Postmodernism (readings to be
discussed, by Gloria Anzaldua and
Donna Haraway, will be provided Friday evening).

The Scandal of Analytic Philosophy: Doug Sobers, Tobyn
Demarco, Rupert Read.

Postmodernim and Appropriation: John Matturi, Carolyn
Betensky, D. Aiu Puaalaokalani
Performances by: Melissa
Smedley, Simon Leung
Fi Im showing: "America Fabulo.us," by Reno Dakota

For more information, please call (212) 642-1997. This conference is sponsored by the City University of New York, Committee for Cultural Studies.
·
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sion as stated in 1849 when City College (Free Academy)
was opened: "The Free Academy is now to go into operation. The experiment is to be tried, whether the highest
education can be given to the massses; whether the children ofthe whole people can be educated; and whether an
institution of learning, of the highest grade, can be successfully controll'ed by the popular will, not by the privileged few, but by the privileged 11)(lny."
We are µow the masses, we deserve the best and most
releveant education, we can and will be educated-and we
will educate. We need to contest the political forces that
deny us our right to this education.
In conclusion, we believe that Puerto Ricans and Latinos have entered the academy but are in a precarious position. We believe that proposals and discussions in referece
to the budget crisis have tended to shift xesponsibility
away from the public senior colleges onto mihority communities-Puerto Rican, Latino and African American.
The trend will lead public higher education back to an
exclusionary, elite and class-biased institution. CUNY's
mission will be derailed in the demographic realities of the
1990s.
We need to change the terms of the current debate.
We must stop short-sighted and quick solutions to fiscal
dilemmas. this is a call for an investment in our community and an investment in our state.
Concretely, we propose two things:
•A serious and open examination of the inequities in
the state's revenue generating system. A report form
Senator Leichter's oiffice indicates that New York State's
top 1% income bracket earned 137% more ,while I?aying
33% less in taxes. Meanwhile, middle and low income
families saw their incomes decline and their share of taxes
goup.
•That a State Commission be established by legislative mandate to assess the perfomance of public universities in responding to the needs of a growing Puerto Rican
and Latino constituency.
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SPLINTER is,an occasional supplement to the Advocate and a ·space for the analysis of the social environment.

Students vs. Budget Cuts

ifl~gir~~i{;~~~~;
In their book Communists Like Us, recently
translated by Semiotext(e) and reviewed herein, Felix Guattari.and Toni Negri argue that Western European and American societies now explicitly include
social groups which they dub 'new subjectivities'.
These 'new subjectivities', which have emerged
since '68, include "students and young people, the
women's movement, the environmental and nature
first movements, the demand for cultural, racial and
sexual pluralism, and also the attempts to renovate
the traditional conceptions of social struggle, beginning with that of workers." Of course these are not literally 'new' subjectivities, for history attests to their
disparate and often tragic struggles for identity, that
is, subjectivity. What is 'new', Negri and Guattari
argue, is their relationship to a larger majority. The
structural intent of the larger majority, whether capitalist or socialist, is to draw 'marginal groups towards
the. center, and to "confer on individuals, communities, and their reciprocal relations the character of
universality." However. "the universality with which
they were decked out didn't suit them in the least.
Instead of a we/I-fitting hat it is a mask, a cowl which
-•..,«1!!'11!'111_ _ _0,m,\-,.distigures--\he-.expressioCmOf..tbeir.;..Aeegs..__tlJeir..
interests, and their desires." All marginalities must
avoid universals which would squelch or hopelessly
compromise their independence, and instead 'place
their stakes' upon themselves and thereby become
the "potential bearer of the needs and desires of the
large majority."
continues on p.2

With the publication and translation of Communists
Like Us (Nouvelles Espaces du Liberte, 1985) American
audiences now have the opportunity to engage a radical
and revolutionary alternative vision of what a communism
of the future may resemble, both in its possibility and n,i:cessity. Guattari and Negri attemptto retrieve the production of new subjectivities, redefining communism as a
human renewal, in which people develop as they produce,
akin to what Marx describes in his Economic and Philosophical Manuscripts (1848), privileging people in the
workplace as valuable rather than functional, specifically
in the service sector.
This text is based on a dialogue in 1983-4 between
Guattari and Negri who was in prison at the time in Rome.
The dialogue culminated in this English publication with
..... ,

Closing Down?:
Democracy, the GSUC, and the
Open University

ll\'.:/llit~iyieW.'wiµt'Sfariley'Aioftowi~JA:r
In 1950 the CCNY alumni association warned that
once tuition was imposed at City University, "it would
continue to rise as a result of political and economic pressures to a point where all but the rich and well-born would
be priced out of the higher educational market" (Neumann
1986:341). In L991 CUNY faces a $92 million cut in state
aid, an $18 million cut in City aid, a $700 tuition hike and
substantial cuts in financial aid. A brief look at the economic composition of the student body - at least 40% of
the students come from families earning less than $16,000
per year, 20 thousand receive public assistance, many are
single parents - suggests how devastating these cuts will
be.
·
Today's students have inherited a legacy of declining
economic support for City University that began most
clearly in 1976 with the imposition of tuition. Yet the
struggle for the existence of CUNY is as old as the institu_tionjtsel(. ~~d_th_is.struggle should be recognized as political.
- •
--~.,._ ~- ,.!.. - . .
In a nation where higher education is largely regarded
a privilege to those who can pay its price, CUNY stood as
a unique example of a free academy for 129 years. At its
inception, journalists, legislators, and private interests

Splinter: You called us because you wanted to express
your concerns about the budget crisis, its effect on the
Graduate Center, and what actions might be taken.
Aronowitz: I've heard through several sources that one of
the options, although by no means the only option, and that
should be made very clear, is that instead of trimming the
19 campuses uniformly they would consider the possibility of shutting down some of the campuses. One of the
scenarios is to phase out the Graduate Center, and that
scenario is based on an assumption that the Graduate Center is a frill, that however desirable, like music or art in
elementary schools, does not fulfill the fundamental mission of the university. This mission should be the training
of people for the New York job market and making available the facilities of the City University to the largest possible group of the city's residents.
Now what l am suggcsling is that there is an amb'icva~6'in'lb&«"1Ajt ill wltich this-whole thihg-is-being-treated

now. It seems to me that we have to ask very seriously
about the relationship of the Graduate Center and the nondegree programs to the fundamental mission of this university. If the mission of this university is to offer bachecontinues on page 2 lor's and presumably master's programs to serve the New
York City economy and the most immediate needs of the
residents, it violates tfie profound point that established
City Colle_ge in 1847. The basic reason that City College
established in that period, and by extension Brooklyn College, and Queens College and anything beyond that, is that
the university was to be a measure of the degree to which
culture wa~ to be democratically disseminated throughout
the city. The opportunities that would be provided by a
university, which are not only vocational or professional

the sterility of technocratic discourse, blackmail and also
ineffective socialist practice.
At a first reading, the language of the text may seem
foreign to readers familiar with a Marxian-Hegelian tradition of analysis. The call of the text is for new revolutionary subjectivities, the social workers for Negri, those
formed by struggles for liberation in tl}e 70's, and the
method employed is clearly an anti-Hegelian dialectic.
The timely task in the United States is to demonstrate
that the anti-Hegelianism in Europe that has developed
since 1968 (Deleuze, Foucault, etc.) is perhaps a way out
of the impasse facing the Marxian tradition today. Both
Guattari and Negri are persistent in their relentless and
precise attack on the Hegelian dialectic both in this text

but al~ cultural, would be broadly available to people in
the City. As the city colleges developed in the 20th C. in
the midst of this enormous immigration, one of the major
attractions to the city was the fact that we had this university serving a large number of first gcneratjon immigrants
and immigrants thei,nsclves. It was a terribly important
part of the integration of the immigrant population into the
city. Now, when the Graduate Center was established in
1965, it was in thecontextoffulfilling this sort of goal, not
just of assimilating immigrants but providing the city
population with high quality professioMl and cultural programs that would be commensurate with.democratic purposes. Therefore, people who would never, never, never
go to graduate school had it not been for the City Univercontinues on P· 3 sity of New York Graduate Center can now attend .
(:.;::/::

'\~{"

"death of politics" and American "end of ?'it' ,,,;;:,.;:;;:,,,,,,,,,.,.,,,.,,,..,.,
ideology" theses, technocratic power and :::;:,74 ;,;,,
state power merge. At the same time, -the
socialist movements are suffering from bad
faith. This, according to the authors, has
resulted in "an infinite array of reaction
formations and pamdoxical symptoms, inhibitions, evasions of all sorts, sabotage as
well, the transformation of refusal into
hatred" (37). This text is intended as a
,. , .
project to rescue communism both from

~jlirjll!J• iJla-~

unless we have a way of consistently rccruiting people of color and women into
the graduate programs. They could becorrie the teachers of the new populations
that arc coming into the City University.
This is controversial, and we have a controvcrsy about it because we, the academic
world have a rule: you don't hire people to
teach in the university that granted them
the degree. That cannot apply at CUNY. It

continues on p. 5
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warned that the Free Academy would ·be
"onerous to the city finances, injurioµs to
institutions oflearning already established,
thefruitfulsourceofstrifeamongdifferent
classes and religious sects, an'1l almost useless for all purposes of good" (Marshak
1973:6). Despite such· vociferous objections, the public voted by a 6 to 1 majority
in favor of the first free municipal institution of higher education in the United
States, where the "children of the rich and
poor [could] take their seats together and
know of no distinctions save that of industry, good conduct and intellect" (NY Times
1976:36).
. Free tuition, however, did not mean
free education for all. CUNY has never
been funded in relation to the demand for
free higher education. Its funding needs to
be situated in relation to fluctuating political and economic support - the interests of
business, the needs of the economy, the
strength of the pri¥ate university lobby, the
force of the demands of the public.
In the roughly 40 years proceeding the
outcry for open admissions, one sees both
the physical growth of the university as
well as the imposition and gradual tightening of admission standards. Between 1926
and 1961, for example, the enrollment in
the municipal college system grew from
43,000 to 93,000, while the population of
NYC grew only from 6,276,000 to
7,782,000. At this rate, the college growth
outpaced the City by 500% (Neumann
1986: 110). In response to such demand, a
Brooklyn branch of CCNY was opened in
downtown Brooklyn, later to open as an
independent municipal school in 1930. A
Bronx branch of Hunter went under construction in 1929, and a new college in
Queens opened in 1937 (Wechsler
1977:261). At the same time, it became
more difficult to gain entry into the university, especially into what were to become
known as the senior colleges. Until 1924
the only requirements for admission were
NYC residence and a high school-diploma.
In 1924, the same year that the US passed
the Immigration Restriction Act, entrance
requirements were introduced at the City
Colleges, in the form of a specified high
school average. The cutoff that year of
72% excluded 60 percent of the applicants
(Women's City Club 1975:15; Horowitz
1981:5). By 1963 Brooklyn College had
raised the high school average reguired for
admission to 87% (Women's City Club
1975:15). These increasingly exclusive
admissions standards ·YJere quite clearly ~t
odds with the college's original mandate to
provide a free education to all of the
people. The four decades prior to 1969
indicated fluctuating political and economic support for the CUNY endeavor that
would ultimately affect those who sought
an affordable education.
After World War u; the US experienced social and economic change on a
scale comparable to that of the nineteenth
century (Wechsler 1977:259). The growth
of the service sector created i!-fi increasing
demand for educated workers to fill whitecollar positions, and there was a growing
correlation between education and upward
mobility (Wechsler 1977:259). Corre.spondingly, there was a tremendous expansion of higher education in the US in the
years follt,.wing the war. But at CUNY,
>?

~

were established: Staten Island (1956),
Bronx (1957), and Queensborough (1958).
By 1961 however, these colleges together
only served 3% of,the city's high school
· graduates (Wechsler 1977:263). In 1950,
City, Hunter, Brooklyn, and Queens Colleges instituted a uniform procedure· for
processing applications and continued to
raise the entrance requirements; by 1959 it
was set at 85% for all four colleges
(Women's City Club 1975:15). Between
1950 and 1962 the municipal college systern as a whole experienced little growth
comparable to demand. At the 4-year senior colleges, total annual admissions increased from 10,337 to 11,945 in. 12 years,
while the numberofbachelor's degree candidates decreased from 8859 to 8563
(Wechsler 1977:262).
What seems to have been at the root of
this period of relative stagnation at CUNY
was the City's wavering commitment to
the municipal college system. After the
City received partial state aid for the creation of the community colleges, officials
sought the same level of state support for
the first two years of the four year colleges.
Since NY State created the SUNY system
in 1948, there was a·growing perception
that higher education was a state, not a city
responsibility. City officials began to intensify lobbying efforts to pressure Albany
to commit the same amount ofresources to
CUNY as it was commitingto upstate colleges (Neumann 1986:336). As if to
dramatize the situation, in the Winter of
1958-9, the City slashed 5% of CUNY
operating budget (Neumann 1986:337).
With the imposition of tuition imminent,
the Alumni Association forcefully lobbied
for the passage of state aid bills that would
compensate for the City's diminished support (Neumann 1986:338).
The context in which the City began to
pull away from its support for free higher
education appears significant On one
hand, the '40s and '50s were times of unprecedented growth for higher education,
and the level of resources required for expansion were significant. On the other
hand, the '40s and '50s brought on a demographic revolution in New York. Federal
highway policy contributed to a white
middle class shift from the urban centers to
suburbs where they could buy their first
homes (Marshak 1982:4). Increasingly,
African Americans and Puerto Ricans migrated into the city replacing the whites.
So while NYC's population remained constant during the '50s approximately one
million African Americans and Puerto Ricans replaced the same number of EuroAmericans who left the city (Wechsler
1977:264). Thus·at the same time that "the
children of the people" were changing
color, the city was Withdrawing its commitment to educate them. With immigration at
a floodtide and financial support for the
university wavering, admissions requirements were raised for the 4-year colleges
from 78% to 85-87% (Granger 1965:3).
Albany stepped in to fill the gap left by
the City's retreat from higher education,
but there were significant implications of
the shift to state support There had long
been a struggle in New York between the
City and the State for control over the
municipal college system and with increased State involvement, there were
.. i

'

In the recent peace movement we
have already seen the coalescence of
the kind of collective politics described
by Guattari and Negri. At least in New
York City diverse groups such as ACTUP, the African American Coalition,
Students Against War, Transportation
Alternatives, New Jewish Agenda, Military Family Support Network, SANEFreeze, Palestine Solidarity Committee, and many l]lore, sometimes separately and sometimes collectively opposed the U.S.-led war against Iraq.
Indeed, these 'new subjectivities' found
a way to work collectively without compromising their respective cause to a
universal. ACT-UP, for example, always told us, "Health Care Not Warfare", while Transportation Alternatives
urged, "Bikes Not Bombs". And here at
the Graduate School our splinter of
Students Against the War consistently
stressed the disastrous economic impact of the war on public education as
well as its implications for a.democratic
institutiorr such as our own.
At press time CUNY students are
'placing their stakes' on themselves
and have begun to occupy buildings on
the various campuses in opposition to
tuition hikes which will make public
education too expensive for many of

us, budget proposals which effectively
gut the quality of our education, and
standardization tests which restore, de
facto, the racist and otherwise discriminatory entrance requirements which
our minority and progressive predecessors literarily fought to dismantle in
1970. Within the next month it is very
likely that the CUNY adminstration in
conjunction with the municipal and
state governments will use the· courts
and then the various security forces to
'legally' and violently. suppre$S the students defense of one the most crucial
democratic gains of the last 20 years.
We urge all of our readers, whether
student, staff, faculty, or non-CUNY
citizens, to support us - to oppose all
tuition increases, budget cuts, ;md entrance requir~ments, and jnstead call
for tax increases for corporations,
which must include Columbia University and NYU, as well as the wealthiest
5% of our state. Democracy entails
more than an atrophied voting process,
cannot be enforced by our military
abroad or our police at home, and is
only realized in institutions such as
CUNY. S!
--Andrew Long, Michael Waldron

louder calls ror the administrative reorganization of the system. The Alumni Association stepped forward once again, staunchly
defending the local autonomy of the municipal college system, stressing that state
aid to education did not necessitate state
control (Neumann 1986:341). By 1961 a
resolution was reached that validated the
autonomy of the the city system, and renamed it the City University of New York.
Yet the same day that this bill was passed,
another unrelated bill was passed in the
State Legislature that repealed the tuitionfree mandate of the municipal colleges, and
substituted a tuition policy that would be at
the discretion of the Board of Higher Education (Neumann 1986:346). Though student fees had constituted a substantial part
of CUNY's budget since the Depression,
and part-timers, who were perhaps the least
affluent, paid for their classes, ther~ now
was. the possibility of tuition being imposed on a whole new scale.

mitment to and/or capability of meeting
New Yorkers' demand for higher education-was a problem that intensified by the
'60s. With the number of high school
graduates who would apply to college a
veritable "tidal wave" there was a growing
distiction made between "free higher education for the able," and "free higher education for all" (Neumann 1986:348). But
the notion that there were students (!lorPcapable of benefitting from higher education than others, and that this ability would
be reflected in high school grades, was an
idea clearly at od~s with the mandate of a
public university. It became increasingly
apparent, moreover, that there were serious
discrepencies between the ethnic composition of the city and that of the universi~y. In
the late 60's, African-American and Puerto
Rican students led the fight for open admissions at CUNY. In an era pf AfricanAmerican struggle for civil rights, equal
opportunity and social ju~tice, students of
Open Admissions
color called for the white citadel perched
The City University of New York's com- on a hilltop in Harlem to open its doors to
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...a collective mobilization for freedom that will inaugurate an entirely different way of working together...

--
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Alice Jardine: Reading New Spaces ofLiberty [also Jmown as Communists Like Us]
is what gave us the idea of talking with you.
... Why? Because there is a kind of disorientation, even despair or cynicism, among
radical thinkers today, especially in the
United States. You and Guattari admit that
we are surrounded by despair, sadness,
boredom, monotony. To make matters
worse, the·despair is individualized, and
isolates people from one another. Even in
your own texts there are things I find terribly depressing. Especially in your book
with Guattari, in which you explain that
under what Gu;ttari calls Worldwide Integrated Capitalism we are all subjugated
because power is no longer localizable. I
find that attitude central to the pessimism
surrounding us: But the reason we are here
is that in spite of all of that, we found optimism in New Spaces of Liberty. In fact, I
have never read anything of yours in which
that optimism doesn't appear, at the beginning, at the end, or throughout. This is true
even of your interviews. For example, in
an interview in Liberation even the idea
that the revolution has already come is optimistic: the revolution has been deepened

.b:t,~ ?..!1d of "irreversible strategic

interi-

~rlzation allowhlg-it to join-intrinslcaily
with the immense ethical project of peace."
That is an optimism I share at a certain
level.' Could you explain in more detail
where this optimism comes from and
where it leads, given the present state of
things? I am particularly interested in the
"optimism of reason, and pessimism of the
will."
Toni Negri: "Optimism of reason, pessimism of the will" is directed polemically
against the traditional position of the Communists of the Third International: "pessimism of reason, optimism of the will."
What does that mean? It means that from
the 'wil\i
o(viev.: of relations of force real~. _,,
1"""
ity ~~ot oe changed, that one cannot at~
tack it, Qut that one can commit oneself to a
cause in a totally voluntaristic way. The
optimism of the will is will-power exercised against the dictattes of reason. I have
always considered this position blind, mystical, and unre~onable in the worst way.
Inherent in this-conception is the idea that
if reality can be changed at all it is only by a
small minority, by an eniirely· singlular
will. I have seen this pessimism of reason
and optimism qf the will in action in terrorism. All of the terrorists I have known
were people who thought that nothing
could be done. They were desperate. They
thought that only an individual act that
broke through the crust of reality could
have a positive impact. I would say, further, that this pessimism of reason and
optimism of the will is found to some extent in all of the catastrophic, chiliastic currents of contemporary thought. This practico-material inertia of the real presupposes
.the exceptional moment, the Blitz of reason, the Jetzt of the moment of rupture. I
see this as an internalization of Leninsim: a
thorough pessimism of reason and an opti1
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mism of tJ:ie will. Along with it comes an
aristocratic attitude and a definition of the
intellectual as one who is capable ofvoluntaristically pointing the way, as a Nietzschean intellectual capable of breaking
through by force of will - a will that is not
organized as an ontological rationality or a
rationality weighed down by reality.
Felix's and my optimism is in opposition to all of that Before defining the content of that optimism of reason, it is neces..
sary to say that there is something in individuals' lives- respect, sharing ideas, the
possibility of contact, the possiibility of
building something together - that in
philosophical terms is a constitutive force.
This constitutive force precedes every
moment of profound illumination of reality. That is the optimism of reason. It is an
optimism that pertains to the construction
of subjectivity as such - as opposed to a
pessimism of the will, in other words a
pessimism with respect to action. Clearly,
on the level of action we have suffered
many, many defeats. We have lived
through a terribly difficult historical situation in which defeat has been heaped upon
defeat. That cannot be erased. But on the
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other hand, there is the hope or assertion

'thar[here is a"liuman reality th'at in all cases
creates a relation, a meeting of minds, a
possibility of communication, of construction, of the constitution of something new.
As for the content, the optimism of reason
means that everything we did in all our
years of struggle - more than that: everything that has characterized the twentieth
century- is irreversible. This irreversibility is absolutely fundamental. What was
the twentieth century? It's almost over!
I studied the nineteenth century extensively. People would say that, depending
on the point of view, the nineteenth century
either ended ten years before 1900 or fourteen years after. Ten years before: 1890,
about when the Socialist Party was being
organized in Europe. Or fourteen years
after: the outbreak of World War 1,. You
really can look at it that way, even from the
viewpoint of cultural history, of a Kulturgeschichte of the nineteenth century.
Now, my impression is that, from the point
of view of exploited peoples, at least two
major phenomena have characterized the
twentieth century: the October Revolution
in 1917,andtliegreatprocessofdecolonization of the postwar years. From the capitalist point of view ,.it has been characterized by the construction of a world market,
and the nuclear overdetermination of that
market. This places us in a contradictory
situation. We can say that the new relalions of force that the twentieth cent-µry has
constructed are indestructible, and that the
working class has irreversibly negated itself by demanding wage rights, the right of
reproduction, and the right ot wealth. Or,
we can point to the desire for revolution,
the desire for transformation, a profound
urge to transformation, as something irreversible. People have changed. But the
change in the situation of the capitalist state·
is equally irreversible. It is undeniable that
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and elsewhere (Anti-Oedipus, Marx Be- way of .working together and "a singular
yond Marx).. As is well known, the He- expression fo,r the combined productivity
gelian dialectic is a progressive movement; of individuals and groups emphatically not
that is to say, it preserves, suppresses and reducible to each other" (17).
lifts to a higher plane of synthesis that
In the sixth and last dialogue of the
which it negates: wage labor in this case. It text, "Think and Live in Another Way,"
is from the standpoint of capital and that of Guattari and Negri offer a five-point politithe capitalist State which attempts to con- cal program. Introducing a new series of
tain and manipulate any kind of working definitive perspectives which imply the
class antagonism in which Guattari and requirements of patience, courage, and inNegri make their intervention. They sub- telligence, they see a crystalization of new
stitute the concept of antagonism for that of organizations in which the old slogans,
contradiction and describe the dialectic as such as "let a thousand flowers bloom" are
relational rather than contradictory, situ- transformed into an analytic key for graspated in the relations of production and not ing the social characteristics and dimenin the forces of production. Although the sions of productive labor and are recomworking class is within and by necessity re- posed' into a subversive and innovative
lated to capital, it is'nevpresence. The five
ertheless an autonotasks include (1) the
mous
expression
•••
ID
movement's radical
against capital. From
separation from the
the perspective of the
· State and model of the
working class, there is
Capitalistic State; (2)
~o sy~lhesis in .its relathe urgency of re-territmnship to capital, but
torializing political
on the co~trary purely
' practice by creating
~ an.~gomsm. For th~se ~uthors, "antago- conditions for these by reconquering comms~ 1s central to a reJect10n and refusal of munitarian spaces of liberty, desire, and

P eop }e • th e
workp· lace as
valuable-rather
fh f
.
an unchonal...
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cap1talt";rather than the J-Iegelian synt.hc.sis

dia\o~uc.~'3)u9\.s.

which ~would contain and manipulate any.
working class antagonism.
By rejecting the more pious and compromising Hegel-like synthesis, Guatarri
and Negri envisage a new group of revolutionary subjectivities in the antagonistic
dialectic who may actually refuse work or
transform work itself, giving us a new
revolutionary class composition. Two
lines of alliance are delineated in this new
political program, molar antagonisms as
group struggles in the workplace against
exploitation, and molecular proliferations
as isolated instances of struggle within collectivities, transforming relationships between individuals and collectivities.
What does tpis new subjective consciousness engepdered by the collective
work experience mean? Labor has been
de-territorialized, and the global blackmail
that Integrated World Capital has induced
makes it virtually imp0$sible for pe9ple to
live without being threatened into thinking
that there is no future or possibilities of a
future liberation for alternative modes of
expression, experie~ce and practice. Work
and life are no longer separate. In a poetic
flourish, Negri and Guattari call for love
and reason, re-articulating the communism
of the future as nothing-other than a call to
life, a collective mobilization for freedom
that will inaugurate an entirely different

tling tlie repressivCTunctfoif?ortni?s&.ic'""----------l
and state apparatuses; (4) reorienting the
peace movement as the beginning and end
of the revolutionary program; and (5) finally creating capable organizations.
Although this series of dialogues is
dated, Negri and Guattari in a prophetic
vein have anticipated the further extension
of Integrated World Capitalism into what is
now called the New World Order. In the
time of a generalized feeling or'helplessness and despair following the capitalistic
states' military di~play of its latest advanced weapons and bombing capacities,
this text itself becomes a molecular proliferation, at once refreshing and hopeful,
utopic in scope, providing new tools for
analytic research, provoking new desires
for subjectivity-in-prcx;ess. The most remarkable aspect of tlie dialogue between
these two thinkers is their tonal optimism
al!d their relentless critiq~e of Integrated
World Capitalism and the subjection, surv~illance and servitude it prQmotes. One
can only be reminded of the words of
Marx, "The revolution ~s dead. Long live
the revolution."

the capitalist state is overdetermining, in
the sense that its power has reached metaphysical proportions: it has the power to
destroy the world. The universe. For the
first time in history human beigns have the
ability to do that, by means of nuclear
power. Not only nuclear power, but also
biological engineering and any number of
other things under development. Nuclear
power is that power at its height. So, it is

true tharthose in power have this enormous
tool of destruction. ·But is is also true that
the unification of the world market means
that what was once the class struggle is
now an integration of struggles that reaches
right into the citadel of capital, the headquarters of comand~ that the crisis in the
Argentine and Brazilian economies strikes
at the heart of capital. This contradiction is
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the community. The call for open admissions was a challenge to the university to
live up to its mandate of service and to revise its assumptions about the nature and
purpose of public higher education.
Liberals in New York had long defended the City University's policy of free
tuition and supported the institution as an
important means of "democratizing" society. When there were attempts to impose
tuition in the 50's, defenders of the university cried out in the name of the "children
of the Negro families and Spanish-speaking families from the Caribbean" who were
"desperately eager for the door of opportunity to be opened to them" (Neumann
1986:339). Yet by the 1960's, it was clear
that free-tuition in and of itself was not a
guarantee of free-education and upward
mobility:
It is a grim fact that the City's "no tuition" arrangement does not bring
higher education closer to people who
are barred from its attainment by rigid,
unrealistic entrance requirements ... a
no-tuition policy will be of [no] service when a well qualified applicant is
warned off beforehand because his
high school average is "only" 82 instead of the required 85-87. (Granger
1965:8)
Moreover, it was clear that the group
most affected by such admissions standards were the children of the new Ne~
Yorkers. Though African Americans and
Puerto Ricans had replaced _one million
Euro-Americans in New York in the '50s,
nonwhite graduation rates from high
school remained at 13%. Of the 20% of
NYC high school graduates adm~tted to
CUNY, 1% were nonwhite (Wechsler
1977:264). At a time when higher education was crucial to occupational mobility
and success, the city's new immigrants, the
new "children of the poor," were unable to
meet lofty admissions criteria. Critics
called out that African American and
Puerto Rican youth were victims of "educational genocide" occuring at the elementary and secondary school level in the NYC
public schools (Ballardl973:122). In 1968
for example, in the graduating classes of
two predominantly African American high
schools, Benjamin Franklin and Boys High
in Brooklyn, only 11 of 318 graduates at
the former and 7 of 353 graduates at the
latter school had the requisite minimal average of 82% required for admission to
CUNY (Ballard 1973: 122).
There was a growing movement towards opening the doors of the university.
Critics of CUNY's increasing exclusiveness argued passion~tely against its admissions criteria:

If one, or possibly two, of City University's Senior Colleges were designated
as having a special concern for "the
ablest and most original students," this
would be understandable; but to organize the whole system into a higher
educational reserve for a "talented
tenth" - or 50 - of the City's high
school graduates seeking a college
degree smacks of a _kind of "educa.t.ional colonialism" that is far removed
from the social-educational problems
of
an
urban
democracy.
(Grangerl965:6)
Still, there were those, particularly
faculty and alumni, who had personal interest in preserving CUNY as the "proletarian
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or better, and/or tanking in the top half of
their graduating class, were guaranteed
spots in a senior college (Lavin 1981:19).
The following Fall, the university admitted
a freshman class of35,000 students, a 75%
increase over the previous year (Lavin
1981:19). The ethnic balance of the university changed dramatically: by 1971,
enrollment of students of color rose to 24%
at senior colleges and 36% in community
colleges, among the highest representation
of students of color for any public university in the country (Gorelick 1980:28).
Yet the depth of the commitment to
the massive expansion of public higher
education remained unclear. State support
for open admissions came from a governor
who in his re-election campaign would
look for the votes of those who supported
the open admissions plan (Wechsler
At the present moment the American
1977:287). At a time of heightened racial
educational establishment is being
tensions in New York and in the nation,
subjected to massive and vicious atopening the doors of the City University
tacks that differ in kind as well as dewas a politically sound way of avoiding
gree from any which have occured
conflict Providing sufficient long-term
before. To those who are abreast of
funding commensurate with the undertakthe developments, the clear and eviing was another issue. From the beginning,
dent intent is not a changed but imthere was considerable resistance from cerproved system: it is the total destructain factions over the expansion of public
tion of the system itself, together with
education. Former Columbia _Dean Jacthe society which relies upon it.
ques Barzun, who presided over a confer(Heller 1973: 11)
ence on open admissions in Washington,
DC, in 1971, predicted that "open admisThere were others who suggested that sions will be a minority privilege for which
what was really being demanded was that the entire country will be paying through
the university fulfill its mandate of service various forms ot: taxation" (Ballard
to the working class; that human needs not 1973:133), A 'l9'1C) ax\.ic\e 'm 'i'on~-m;
be defined by corporate terms, but by the magazine commented on open admissions:
will of "the whole people," in this case,
Uqderlying CUNY's bold venture are
working class minorities (Gorelick
the premises that a large number of
1981:194). Furthermore, it was recognized
disadvantaged students have the native
that it was not sufficient to slot students of
ability to master college-level instruccolor into places at 2-year colleges. Over
tion, and that their initial handicaps in
the years, the community colleges had bereading and math can be overcome in a
' come the place where students with high
fairly short tim~.... It is unsettling to
school averages of 75-85% had g!)ne, with
think what the CUNY policy might
significant obstacles preventing them from
lead to. Adopted universally, it would
further transfer. Proponents of open adbring about a huge jump in enrollmissions were careful to call for a plan that
would not result in the "ghctto-ization" of , ments. (Gorelick 1980:21)
the community colleges (Ballard
A 1975 studyofCUNY'sopenadmis1973:129).
In response to political pressure, the sions policy concluded that it was unlikely
Board of Higher Education implemented that open admissions would be abandoned
an open admissions plan in the Fall of 1970 openly: "that would be politically imposthat was a compromise between a variety sible - but it could be nibbled away or
of plans put forth by students, faculty, and starved to death" (Women's City Club
an ad hoc committee on admissions. Prior 1975:4).
to 1970 admission to any CUNY college Conclusion
In June 1976 the Board of Higher
was based on an applicant's high school
average or a combination of an applicant's Education voted to impose tuition at the
high school average and aptitude test City University of New York, ending a 129
scores. Generally speaking, those students year policy of free higher education. Tuiwith averages of 85 or above had a chance tion came at a time of system wide shutto enroll in a senior college; those students down, ordered by the Chancellor after the
with averages of 75 or above were eligible collapse of legislative efforts to provide
to enroll in 2-year liberal arts programs emergency funds to meet the university's
with the possibility of transfer, those stu- year end bills. The imposition of tuition
dents with averages of 70 or above could effectively abandoned the effort towards
enroll in 2-year career programs. Those open admissions launched six years earlier.
students with averages below 70 or those A student senate leader at the time dewho had not taken an "academic" program nounced the resolution as a "complete sellin high school, regardless of their class out" (NYT 6/2/76:34).
Most literature reflecting back to this
rank, were ineligible for admission to any
college within CUNY (Rossmann period situates the imposition of tuition in
1971:10). Thus, under this policy, only the context of city-wide fiscal crisis (see
20% of high school graduates were eligible Lavin 1981; NYT 6/2/76). Acc_ordingly,
for admission to CUNY. With the new the City University was seen as only one of
CUNY admissions policy, all high school many institutions inevitably affected by
_continues on next page
graduates were guaranteed admission to a
,,<:,

Harvard," and the "alma mater of Nobel
laureates;" who were romantically tied to
the notion of CUNY as a place where hard
working immigrants "were civilized" (see
Martin Mayer's article in Commentary ·21
73). Underlying these arguments about
"maintaining standards" was a more
charged debate about the centrality of a
college degree for upward mobility.
The debate over open admissions at
City University stemmed from a concern
that rapid growth and lowered standards
would lead to a "cheapened" degree. And
in a city where all believed that a degree
from Brooklyn, -City, Hunter, or Queens
College had heretofore facilitated social
mobility and provided some economic security, a "cheap" degree rendered it too
easy for newer racial and ethnic groups to
"make it." It also placed in jeopardy the
worth of"hard~earned" degrees previously
aquired by members of older ethnic groups
(Wechsler 1977:294).
While there were those who wanted to
maintain their privilege, there were others
who looked back to the mission of the college and demanded that it meet the educational needs of the city's population. Proponents of open admissions challenged the
notion that college education was most
useful to those who demonstrated academic aptitude through test scores and
grades. They argued that public education
should aim to "[maximize] the educational
growth of the student, whatever his level at
entrance," rather than "ensure its own prestige through a combination of stringent selection procedures and subsequent elimination of the lowest performers" (Rossmann
1975:2). At the core of the arguments for
open admissions was the conviction that
elitism had no place in the public university. "Opening up a chance for the exeluded many does not preclude meeting the
needs of everyone - public university has
no right to serve one group while effectively excluding another" (Rempson
1973:37). Moreover, it was pointed out
that public education was indeed not free,
but financed by the citizens, as much by
those "who receive college training without tuition charge as by those who are
barred from it by high admission requiremen ts" (Granger 1965:5)..
Ultimately, it was the demands and
protests of students that changed the debate
over open admissions into a reality.
Though the university had initiated two
programs (SEEK and College Discovery)
to expand the ethnic representation of African Americans and Puerto Ricans in the
colleges, there was general dissatisfaction
among minority and leftist students about
the degree of change at CUNY. In 1968,
the DuBois Club, composed of white radical students, circulated a petition with ~ree
demands: that ,the racial composition of
future entering classes reflect that of high
school graduating classes, that the SEEK
program be quadrupled by January 1969,
and that within the next l\\'.O years, facilities
be built to accomodate all students gradualing from high school (Lavin 1981:9). In
the Spring of 1969, student strikes and sitins organized by AfricaJ! American and
Puerto Ricfil\ students were instrumental in
pressuring the university to implement an
open admissions policy. The demands presented in 1969 spoke more directly to the

needs bf students of color: that a school of
Black and Puerto Rican studies be established; that a separate orientation program for Black and Puerto Rican students be established; that students be given a voice in
the administration of the SEEK program;
that the entering class reflect the ratio of
Blacks and Puerto Ricans in the total
school system; and that classes in Spanish
language, as well as Black and Puerto Rican history be mandatory for education
majors (Ballard 1973:124). The tactics
were more extreme: chaining the gates to
South Campus at City College; occupying
the office of the president and effectively
bringing about his resignation (Marshak
1982: 15). And there were those who found
the demands threatening:
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New York City's financial woes. There is
evidence to suggest, however, that the imposition of tuition at CUNY was not an
economic necessity, but one of many historic attempts to withdraw financial support from public higher education in New
York City. In the '70s as in the '30s, critics
argued that the City could no longer afford
the university. Yet at its peak, financial
support for CUNY amounted to only 4% of
theCity'sbudget(Gorelick 1980:29). John
Sawhill, the president of NYU, chair of the
private college's lobby group, and a member of the State Emergency Financial Control Board was instrumental in pushing for
cutbacks at CUNY (Newsday 5/16/89:54).
Yet even when tuition was imposed, tire
City called fol' more drastic budget cuts,
with the aim of severi[Jg all municipal support for the ui:iiversity (NYT 6/22n6:l).
Tuition fees never reached the university's
operating budget, but went to pay interest
on City construction bonds (Gorelick
1980:30).
There were increasing demands for the
state to match aid fortuition-paying CUNY
students at the same level to aid with tuition-paying SUNY students. Yet at
CUNY, tui'tion was matched instead with
severe budget cuts. The community colleges had been scheduled to take on an
added importance with open admissions by
absorbing most of the system's students.
They now were forced to cut classes, staff,
and tenured faculty (NYT 7/27n6:21).
Brooklyn College, which served 30,000
students was forced to cut $18 million in

students, claiming inadequate space and
staff to cope with the level of applicants
(NYT 9/26/90:1). At a time when its enrollroent is the highest since 1976, insufficent financial support has brought on hiring freezes, tuition hikes, and substantial
budget cuts. With increasing austerity is
the growing perception that the battle over
budget cuts is a power struggle whose pivotal issue is race (NYT 5/28/90:1).
In 1988 and 1989, student protestors
took over administrative offices. Roughly
10,000 took to the streets of New York
charging that now that more students of
color are able to take advantage of public
education, elected officials are abandoning
their historic mission to educate the working class. The City and State continue to
hide behind various budget crises to ration-'
alize tuition hikes and budget cuts. Yet
over the _past 15 years while the State
chopped away at CUNY it found millions
of dollars to subsidize private education in
the form of Bundy Aid.
In March of 1932 in the midst of the
Great Depression, acting Mayor of New
York, Joseph McKee, proposed closing
down the municipal college system. The
CCNY alumni association issued a scathing response to those who would attack
their alma mater:
Now when the government of the city
is profoundly disturbed by municipal
problems of the gravest nature, all the
tribe of detractors, whining over the
shrinkage of their bloated money bags,

cannot apply because in the first place we
have the opportunity. Even if we take it as
our mission to be held by and for the city as
well maintaining a national or international
reputation, we should be training increasing numbers of people of color, women,
people from new immigrant background
and immigrant groups who will go back
into the university and become primary
faculty. Columbia and.NYU and Stanford
and the University of Chicago an.d the Ivy
Leagues and the Universities-of California
are not going to be the source of faculty.
We have to be the source for the faculty.
Its a mission that we haven't defined for
ourselves yet.
Splinter: Actually if they are afraid of
nepotism and inbreeding then what you
just said about the campuses of City University being dispersed among quite a
number of senior colleges actually speaks
for the fact that we could hire CUNY
graduate~.
Aronowitz: Yes, this is what I just said.
We could hire CUNY graduates. And we
might violate the informal nepotism rule.
But what I wanted to emphasize is that
the preservation of the Graduate Center has
to do with the continuation of the orientation of the university itself. If we sec as our
mission not just bringing people and giving
them training and allowing them to go out
to the world and becoming intellectuals
and academics but also making sure that
we have improved the composition, in gen-

two years to bring its budget down to $57
jealous of a life and purpose they candcr and race. of our own university then we
--nfithtffl (N't r-m57 ~ ~ ~ v e H " ' •-rrot-understan~d-dissembling under- .. mus~..preserve the Graduate. Center. We

College was shifted from a 4-year to a 2year college. ln three years CUNY was
forced to shrink its teaching staff by nearly
50% and its student body by 75,000 (Newsday 5/16/89:54). African American and
Puerto Rican studen·ts showed the greatest
enrollment decline on all levels (Gorelick
1980:33).
:
Today CUNY faces some of the most
severe budget cuts and tuition hikes since
1976. At the same time, the CUNY administration has announced a renewed concern for "stiffer preparation for students"
and "higher educational standards" at
CUNY. A quick giance at the history of the
university reveals that such concerns have
been most prorrounced at times when there
was a desire to limit the student body.
In the Fall of 1990, for the first time
since open admissions, City University
turned away between 3000-5000 qualified

the cloak of civic welfare their hatred
of races and creeds not their own, rise
up in ignorance and hypocrisy to call
the college a luxury, and by their blatancy in troubled times, to disturb the
calm minds of those who desire to do
well. (Neumann 1986: 119)
At a time when the "children of the
poor" are again facing the imposition of
admissions requirements and tuition hikes
that will function to homogenize and burden the student body, and at a time when
the university faces budget cuts that
threaten its diversity, its vitality, and ultimately its existence, students would do
well to remember the words and the
struggles of their predecessors.
Kat(f McCaffrey is a graduate student in
the Ph.D program in Anthropology.
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have no choice.
The disciplines, based upon the distinctions between natural science, social
sciences and the humanities are largely
spurious. They are rooted in 18th C. conceptions of knowledge and at best 19th C.
conceptions of knowledge. After all many
of the disciplines in the social sciences, and
in the humanities are only a century old.
We used to have literature, philosophy and
theology and that was it. So that the new
disciplines in the humanities-comparative literature and so on, they are very new.
They themselves were responsive to
changes. But I am speaking about broader
categorical transgressions. We have to
begin not simply to talk the language of an
interdisciplinary approach, but to talk the
language of non-disciplinary. We have to
speak of knowledge in relationship to the
new problematics that have been proposed
not only by French and German philosophers but also within our own tradition by
people like John Dewey. These have not
been taken up as a significant prescription
for our own educational project. Our educational project is grounded in German and
old Cartesian conceptions of know ledge
tradition, a Kantian conception of science.
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Aronowitz: Yes, I understand exactly
what you are talking about. But I am posing this in the way through which hi_storical
figures that made this university made the
colleges famous posed it. These people
built the school as a way in which there
would be cultural critique and cultural dissemination. Part of this contract is not
simply know-how to create the technical
labor for New York business and New
York public agencies but to provide a
democratic vista the city as a whole, to prevent the city from becoming·basically depoliticized and dccitizenized if you want to
use that Eisenhowerism. This had a citizenship function, the power of this university. This was to prepare people to take
their place of leadership in the politics of
the city. The leadership in the sense of
labor, occupations, professions as well as
in politics. And I think that if you don't see
the mission of the university in those terms,
then it's c\car that you can cxtirtiate the
Graduate Center Wl.\\\ no -pa\n.

J
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see 1be genuine purpbse as the critique and
dissemination of international and national
as well as local cultures, then you have the
obligation to maintain this place as a major
cultural center.

Splinter: So how might we advise the
c~ancellor who for instance thinks that it
would be innovative to take non traditional
students, people of color, women, and see
that they are trained in graduate studies in
the traditional disciplines?
Aronowitz: All I have to say is, in answer
to that, I mean, what Ann Reynolds thinks
is innovative and what I think is innovative
may be two different things. I have letters
here on this very desk from people of the
Dominican Republic, of Venezuela and
Puerto Rico, people who have called me
many times from Latin Ameri~? who want
to come here because we offer tlie possibility of a multi-disciplinary approach. And
in fact, there are non traditional students
from the South Bronx who have all the credentials and qualifications to get into any
graduate school but want to come to
CUNY because CUNY has the reputation,
perhaps unjustly, of being a place which
has something new to offer. Now you've
got to enter into a traditional department,
and in this traditional department you have
to fulfill all the requirements of the department and do this kind of multi-disciplinary
cutting-edge work on your own time. And
that's a shame.

S linter· You started off by loosely deP, . • .
.
h
scnbmg a h1stoncal contract between t e
university and the immigrant and poor
populations of the city. I think some
1
Id sa
ell the contract the
peop e wou
Y, W
,
terms of the contracts are that we are he~e
to provide the kind of know-how that will
guarantee these populations a means Splinter: If you were looking to address
h" h
.
. ll
.
through w 1c to nse soc1a y, econom1- the kind of proposals that we have heard
cally, whatever. That contract does n~t about recently, how would you respond?
entail what the Graduate Center does, 1t
does not entail intellectual and political deInterview continues on page 12
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absolutely characteristic of our century: there
are processes of totalization, processes of critical importance, that are completely irreversible. That is the optimism of reason. It doesn't mean ignoring the existence of
nuclear energy· and the overdetermination of destruction
the point that the whole universe can be destroyed. The
problem is to find a way to rearrange that irreversibility.
Brian Massumi: So the optimism comes from the fact that
there are two contradictory and irreversible movements,
the totalization of capital and
proletarian resistance, that will reach another crisis point?
TN: I don't know if there will be crisis points. This situation itself is the crisis. Crisis has become the content of
our existence. Up to 1968 - that is really the end of the
century- we were Leninist. But we were Leninist in the
same way our adversary was W eberian. And the two
weren't that different from each other. If we can pinpoint
that mythical date, it was the 1950s, 1968 to be precise,
that the crisis entered our reality as the normal state of affairs. The normality of it was what was new. It would be
senseless to cite statistics, but economic evolution began
decelerating in 1964. Why? Because that is when the
conflictuality I have been talking about became completely interiorized, and when that interiorization became
irreversible. This is an undeniable fact of the political history of the Western world. Something like it had already
happened once before, with the birth of the bourgeoisie. I
don't want to play the vulgar Marxist, but I believe that
these are things that everyone can recognize, that they are
part of our culture. There is a certain development that
goes through very long phases of crisis. We cannot get out
of the crisis by denying its subject, in other words that
conflictuality. On the contrary, that subject has become
indestructible. Furthermore, this is not a situation internal
to each capitalist country. It is global. The pattern of the
contradiction is entirely transversal, entirely open. There
is a contradiction between East and West, and there is a
contradiction between North and South. Then at every
point in this framework of Cartesian coordinates there is
an overdetermination of other cqntradictions. This is not
at all to say that contradiction has disappeared, as the
postmodemists claim. It means that contradicitons are
ever-present. That is the real materialist conception. It
means that the contradictions have become infinite, that
they exist as totalized structures of contradictions. That is
the situation we are living in. That is the total-schizophrenia we are experiencing. That is our reality.
Returning to our optimism: it is the somewhat bizarre
optimism of.someone who says, "Look, mister, you've got
the power. You've got everything you want But we're
still here. We're here as contradiction. Every move you
make reproduces contradictions. You can hold onto your
power, but only by pushing relations of force to the extreme." Nuclear power is the perfect example. It's all one
big knot that gets more and more complicated. It's our
life.
AJ: So the complexity is a basis for the optimism?

BM: In other words, power has become immanent to the were no lopger an independent variable. They became a
social, and the points of confrontation have multiplied. dependent variable of economic growth. What drove the
Thus the possibility of resistance is everywh.ere.
system was the wage variable, in other words the variable
pertaining to the physical reproduction of the system, to
TN: Precisely.
the reproduction of _the most important commodity of all:
labor-power itself.
AJ: Then why is there a tendency to experience this com1929 represents the adoption of Keynesianism in virtuplexity as monotony and boredom and the impossbility of ally every advanced capitalist country. It represents the
action? Where does this sensation of monotony come setting of standard monetary values which was accomfrom? If there are so many points of resistance and so plished on a global scale at Bretton Woods in the early
many possibilities, where does the inertia come from that 1940s. ':fhe postwar period saw the generalization of
we feel so deeply in our bodies, in our daily life, in our Keynesianism throughout Europe, by means of the
struggles?
Marshall Plan. A new economic model was set in place:
recovery and restructuring through the transplantation of
TN: From the gap between the two processes. On the one the American model to Europe. This was the rise of what
hand, there is a process of production of subjectivity, par- I call the "planning state." The planning state lasted up to
ticularly in the domain of the state, and large-scale eco- the 1960s, when pressure from the working class pushed it
nomic powers that have reached very high levels of effi- beyond its limits, namely the orderly reproduction of the
ciency. On the other hand, there are processes constitutive system.
of new subjectivities that sometimes submit and sometimes resist It is a classic gap. Our period resembles two BM: So the transition, the crisis, was provoked by resisother periods. First, the end of the Renaissance and the tance. It wasn't an internal result of the logic of capitalfirst half of the seventeenth century. That period saw the ism.
defeat of a revolutionary ideology coextensive with Italian
humanism; and, parallel to humanism, of certain currents TN: Absolutely not. But we shouldn't oversimplify.
of then nascent protestantism. Both were reduced, the first Obviously, from a capitalist point of view, there is the
to the new modem state, the second to the Reform Church. ever-present problem of permanent overproduction.
They are forms and contents of defeat. But beyond that Keynes, analyzing the New Deal, stated that it was imposthere was life, a vital movement that continued and took sible for an economy organized along the lines described
on the most varied of forms. There were the libertines and in his theory to sustain itself without war. The reason is
the new sciences, which broke with one revolutionary overproduction: at a certain point things are produced that
politics and joined forces with another. The bourgeois cannot be sold. The production of war has the enormous
revolution came out of that. The other period is the Resto- advantage that things can continue to be produced and
ration that followed the French Revolution and Napoleon- destroyed without having to pass through the market.
ism, when Romanticism was born. Romanticism was reactionary compared to the Enlightenment. But it had its BN: All of this relates to decolonization, in other w01:ds' ....
strengths: it reinfused movement into the nationalities. the creation of new markets and the exportation of the
These were phenomena of historical irreversibility that proletariat.
involved a break-up-of ideologies and a splintering of subjective continuities. But they also included the possibility TN: Yes, the oppression of the decolonized proletariats is
of following lines that were already in motion and were especially important. Decolonization comes to be interirreversible, and of taking them further. On the other preted as a new quest for commodities bn the part of the
hand, 1968 was something that came too early, and now decolonized nations, and for the money to buy them. For
must find a form to settle into. The last ten years have example, after World War II the Arab countries make their
been truly horrendous in some ways. It is often said that entry onto the world stage.
all that remains of our social and historical panorama are
shadows. We are now beginning to see the shadows taky AN: And what an entry!
form. However, much remains to be done.
TN: The same thing happened with the Southeast Asian
BM: You said that 1968 was the transition. It was the countries. Two systems were in operation: the Keynesian
transition to what you call the "crisis state." What was the system within the advanced oapitalist countries, and, interpreceding stage of capital? What did that transition con- nationally, another Keynesian system, that of Bretton
sist of? What brought it about?
Woods (the pinning of the gold standard to the value of the
dollar, which was the basis ofmoney exchanges betwen
TN: What I am about to say is in part based on ·my own capitalist countries). That all fell apart in 1971, when
research, and in part on work done by the Italian move- Nixon declared the value of the dollar to be independent of
ment as a whole, and also the French. 1929 is fundamental gold. The capitalist countries h,ad to learn to deal with the
to the changes that the structures of the contemporary uncertainties of completely open exchange. That is what
capitalist state have undergone. What happened in '29? inaugurates the .crisis state, in other words a state that no
Big capital, international big business, came to the realiza- longer attempts to ensure orderly relations between the
tion that the Russian Revolution was irreversible. By 1929 laboring classes and capital, between wages and profits,
the Russian Revolution had consolidated itself in a certain but instead seeks to regulate shifting relations that have
form. The spect~r of Bolshevism swept the world - we not yet taken definite shape. The hope was that this would
must not forget the Chinese Revolution of 1926-1927. Of be a temporary situation. But it wasn't; it wasn't a period
particular importance was the Great Depression, affecting or a phase. It is the very definition of the tum of the cenall of Europe. And there was the Clyde revolt in 1926, in tury: crisis as a normal, organic situation.
Great Britain's northern factories. Keynes's thinking was
a product of the 1920s. I was just reading something by D. BM: The planning state is characterized by a compromise;
H. Lawrence on political theory, and he talked about 1926 by the working class's compromising itself. The Italian
too- he was from the mining region. An awareness grew Communist Party's campaign during the 1970s for a "Histhat it was necessary to deal with the "menace" in a new toric Compromise" with the Christian Deµ1ocrats can be
way. It was betwen 1929 and 1933 that the United States seen as an attempt to regress to that Keynesian phase. The
put into place what was to be an intervention state, a Autonomia movement, on the other hand, was marked by
pla!med state, a Keynesian state defining demand and the a total rejection of that compromise, a total rejection of the
commodification of the necessities of reproduction as its existing organization of work. What exactly did this "rebasic concern.
fusal of work" involve? What strategies were employed?

TN: Yes, the optimism is based on that It is based on a
complete singularizationn, on this irreducibility between
two terms, on this continual multiplication of relations of
force. I am not talking about identities, or a divisionism as
in painting. I am talking about knots of forces. The
strange part is that all of this surfaces in conservatism as
well. It doesn't only have a leftist cast. Take what is going
on in France right know. It's classic: there is a rightist
government that rides to power on unusually strong rhetoric. And does nothing. It can't touch a thing. Then there
are the Greens in Germany, who adopt many political elements that are traditionally on the right and tran_sform
them into a leftist moment; it's incredible. The important
thing is that the binary relation has splintered. And from
that splintering has arisen a whole series of points of 'contestation that are everywhere. It is enough to make capital
nostalgic for Marxism. That is why I am optimistic.
BM:. That marked the appropriation of the working class, AJ: And are they still applicable today?
its internalization in the system through mechanisms of
continued on next page
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TN: Before I can respond to the last question I have to
cover a lot of history. The transition from the planning
state to the crisis state also marks a transition in the structure of the subjects -implicated in that process. Obviously,
as always, there is an initiative on the part of capital running through the various state forms. The Keynesian state
i~ also the Fordist state. Fordism is on the microscopic
level what Keynesianism is on the macroscopic level.
Fordism is a precise relation: 'the workers' wages should
enable them to buy the automobiles they make. At the
same time, the Fordist state is a perfecting of Taylorism, in
other words of a fonn of work where skilled labor is replaced by the assembly line. The work required is completely unskilled. The working class is no longer hierarchically organized with the skilled workers of the large
factories on top. There had been a whole working class
ideology that w~nt along with that and' depended on the
workers possessing the production plan. That falls by the
wayside, becoming an archeological vestige. Today in
Italy southerners go north to be thrown onto the assembly
line to carry on that large-scale production. France has the
Arabs. Germany has the Turks. The United States has
everybody. They have lost the privilege the traditional
working class had of knowing about production, possessing it.
BM: Everything becomes fragmented.

of salary. This idea was taken up by the women's movement and by young people, by all those excluded from the
factory as a'. center of struggle. Without the women's
movement, Autonomia would never have gotten off the
ground in Italy or anywhere in Europe. Autonomia in Italy
began with demands for autonomy by the young, with attacks against the city and regional governments. The demand was made for a salary for the young and for students.
Government budgets became overburdened and there was
a crisis in public spending. Rember the budget crises of
the late 1970s in the big cities in the United States, in particular New York; these were characteristic of a certain
moment in the transition from the planning state to the
crisis state. What happens when this kind of pressure gets
to the point that it can no longer be sustained? According
to Marx, and I am in complete agreement with him on this
point, technological change occurs when struggles make it
impossible to maintain the old technologies. Strikes attract new technology- strikes in the literal sense, in other
words ruptures in the system. This is easily verified in
Germany and Italy. It is in the most depressed areas that
the work system falls apart, and it is there that it is first
replaced: examples are the automation of factories, and,
more importantly, the socialization of reproduction. It is
true that production has moved outside the large-scale
factory, and that the factory no longer exists as a center of
struggle. The situation has changed, and it was the
struggles that changed it. The new situation will be entirely different.

bility of refusing to work. Think of that great undertaking
of sabotage, the French Resistance: the communist Resistance was run by skilled workers who knew, for example,
how to sabotage a railroad. Think of Basque terrorism. It
is terrorism as a craft- skilled work. They can use dynamite as only miners know how. Sabotage is the form of
resistance proper to the skilled worker. The mass worker
also has the possibility of sabotaging. The incidence of
sabotage in the old-style factories is very high, and goes up
and down with the intensity of the struggle. The fundamental form of struggle for the mass worker was the wildcat strike, a sudden rupture that stopped production. They
would tum off'the electricity and walk away. Or they
would go into the factory and kick out the scabs. Sabotage
was a recomposition of the masses. It was the sabotaging,
not of the product, but of work itself. Workers' struggles
in the big factories of Detroit, Billancourt, or Turin are
struggles involving large masses, and what is sabotaged is
not the object produced but the process of production itself. In the large-scale factory, the work relation no longer
involves a real relation to the object. Object after identical
object passes before the worker. The object becomes
something hateful. It is not even worth sabotaging. What
must be sabotaged is the machine. The form of the
struggle is relative to the figure or subject waging it. What
kind of sabotage can the social worker practice? To answer that question we would have to define what the social
worker is in more detail.

TN: And it's work that anybody can learn in two hours.

BM: That was my next question. It seems to me that what
BM: We have passed from the mass worker to the social makes this new state of affairs possible is automation and
BM: Now only the capitalist knows the plan, while at the worker.
·
the exportation of large-scale production to the Third
same time the worker has become a consumer.
World. Both are ways of side-stepping the traditional
TN: We have passed to a form of the organization of work working class. At the same time, as the service sector
TN: That's right.
that presupposes a social subject. The workers are still grows, a new kind of worker is being created. It is true that
mass workers, but their work-place is different. They are they are no longer skilled workers, but neither are they
BM: So the refusal of work is the rejection of this organi- no longer to be found in the factory: they are spread simply unskilled. They arc often quite highly educated
zation of work. . . .
throughout society in the most diverse forms. It is crucial and are capable of doing a wide range of jobs.
to understand that this is more than a change in location.
TN: Clearly.
The quality of the work itself has changed. Workers are no TN: We could go on and on describing the conditions
longer simply asked to perform certain operations. They under which work becomes increasingly socialized. lt
BM: . •..·as well as-of-the-consumer.function--_... ..........are.asked to.or,ganize their.own separate,,work in society, would be especially important to emphasize the co\\ective, ~
and to apply all of their abilities, intellectual and other- comm.unitarian aspects o7 the process, in· other words the
TN: In short, of the role assigned to what we have called wise, to that work. These new forms of work and the rela- autonomization of collective social structures and their
the "mass worker." The passage from skilled worker to tions they imply are very abstract. We are beginning to see absorption as such into central production. Capital no
mass worker is contemporaneous with the transition from social segments where wealth is no longer simply the ab- longer exploits only individuals, but trjcs to absorb homothe traditional liberal-democratic state form to the plan- sorbtion of labor, where it is no longer simply what people geneous groups, even entire communities, into the mode
ning state. The planning state is predicated upon the mass do. It is also, for example, the form of the family: for a of production. At Volvo and Fiat, for example, the bosses
worker. The mass worker 'is the flipside of the planning man who works at home, his relation with his wife is a part have responded to the workers' movement with a new
state. And in their massification mass workers massify of his wealth, as is his relation with his children, who may organization of work, in "production islands." Work is
desire, they massify their needs. That massified pressure contribute to the work. Wealth has become an overall done in teams, with each team completing a complex seis what brings the planning state down.
social organization. The phenomena we are byginning to ries of tasks. Small communities arc created, preventing
see, like all phenomena of capitalistic change and transfor- the growth of a mass movement. This method of producBM: So on the one hand we have a refusal of that organi- mation, are highly complex and highly ambiguous. On the tion is the rule in factories where computer systems are
zation of work. That implies, for example, the sabotaging one hand, we have the preak-up of the factory as we know designed.
of the industrial process- Italian workers practiced many it. On the other hand, we have a socialization of produc- On a much larger scale, capital is attempting to absorb
forms of sabotagelhrough out the 1960s and 1970s. And tion. At the same time, the application of labor-power has whole societies and cultures. Its methods of absorbtion,
_ on the other hand, we have a rejection of the consumer become increasingly abstract. In other words, the worker however, do not necessarily bring revolutionary ch~ge,
function: hence auto-reductions, whereby people unilater- becomes more and more mobile, both in space and in as has been the case in the past: capital has learned to be
ally decided to pay less for goods and services than they terms of the work day. Above all, the worker's capacity to parasitical. It now has the ability to take in completely
were asked to pay. The strategy was two-pronged.
work becomes increasingly intellectual, and as a result archaic modes of organization of social work and to inteincreasingly adaptable and transformable. The labor- grate them into production with maximum efficiency.
TN: Precisely. There ws a two-pronged strategy - the power of social workers is not tied to a craft, as was the )apan is a good example. The social mobilization of work
social side of which became increasingly more important. case with the skilled worker; it does not hinge only their recuperates as many levels of society as possbile, includIn other words, the role of auto-reductions and grassroots physical mobility, as with the mass workerof the assembly ing the most archaic social relations of production and
organization grew. Why? Because the breakdown of the line. Their labor-power is general, abstract, as plastic as reproduction. This could be called the subsumption of
planning state, its transformation into the crisis state,-is the requirements of the machine in the age of the comput- society by capitalist development. Brazil has every kind
accompanied by a restructuring of labor-power and of the erization of production. However, the abstraction I am of production imaginable, from the tribal production of the
constitution of the working class itself. A struggle was talking about is at the same time a very special kind that Indians to computer technology so advanced that it comwaged against the planning state, inside and outside of the constitutes subjective qualities. All social processes fold petes with the United States. It is a country that is medifactory. People's lives and reproduction outside the fac- back onto the worker, and it is through that folding back ated to an extraordinary degree; even prccapitalist forms
tory came to be seen from a wage perspective. People that the worker comes to recognize him- or herself as a of cooperation have been integrated into the social mechacame to understand that the processes of the accumulation subject, attaining a consciousness of his or her singularity. nism of production. It is very important to emphasize this.
of capital pervaded all of socciety. Society had become a So, we have four elements: the break-up of the factory, the It has to be seen as a system of communicating vessels.
factory - all of the mechanisms of the reproduction of socialization of work, maximum abstraction of labor, and
The big question is what forms of organization and of
labor-power were not completely dominated by capital an extreme subjectification of the sites, positions, and conscious subjectification are called for. Not knowing
and its state. ·Under these conditions, wages became social wages involved. In other words, a powerful disunification that is what has brought on the crisis in the movement. A
wages,' and all of society became the battleground. In has taken place.
whole series of critical positions from the past have enorder to reconquer an individual territory, it was necessary
tered consciousness, and, I am convinced, there is a conto attack the state, to contest capital; it was necesary to try AJ: In this context, sabotage ...
sciousness of the irreversibility of the movement. But I
to destroy everything i,n order to build one's freedom.
don't sec any evidence yet of a general experimentation
Auto-reductions played a role, but so did direct appropria- TN: At that point, sabotage becomes meaningless. At that toward a new form of organization. But once again, pessition. And not only direct appropriation, but also wide- point. Sabotage played an important role. It has been the mism is not in order. Because from a scientific point of
spread pressure on public spemling, iri other words on the worker's natural' defense - especially the skilled view, ~l of the elements are in place. The question is how
continued on page 10
welfare system. Public spending came to be seen as a form worker's, because the skilled worker has a greater possi-
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what is hidden when Kuwait is cast as an innocent victim.
The "legitimate government" that we seek to reinstall is an
oppressive monarchy.

What is Victory?

-

,,.

Is Saddam Irrational?
The villain in the Fairy Tale of the Just War may
be cunning, but he cannot be rational. You just do not reason with a demon, nor do you enter into negotiations with
him. The logic of the metaphor demands that Saddam pe
irrational. But is he? Administration policy is confused on
the issue. Clausewitz's metaphor, as used by strategists,
assumes that the enemy is rational: He too is maximizing
gains 'and minimizing costs. Our strategy from the outset
has been to "increase the cost" to Saddam. That assumes
he is rational and is maximizing his self-interest. At the
same time, he is being called irrational. Th~ nuclear weapons argument depends on it If he is rational, he should
follow the logic of deterrence. We have thousands of hydrogen bombs in warheads. Israel is estimated to have
hetween 100 and 200 deliverable atomic bombs. It would
ta1ce Saddam at least eight months and possibly five years
before he had a crude, untested atomic bomb on a truck.
The most popular estimate for even a few deliverable nuclear warheads is ten years. The argument that he would
not be deterred by our nuclear arsenal and by Israel's assumes irrationality. The Hitler analogy also assumes that
Saddam is a villainous madman. The analogy presl!pposes
a Hitler myth, in which Hitler too was an irrational demon,
rather than a rational self- serving brutal politician. In the
myth, Munich was a mista1ce and Hitler could have been
stopped early on had England entered the war then. Military historians disagree as to whether the myth is true. Be
that as it may, the ·analogy does not hold. Whether or not
Saddam is Hitler, Iraq isn't Germany. It has 17 million
people, not 70 million. It is economically weak, not strong.
It simply is not a threat to the "YOrld. Saddam is certainly
immoral, ruthless, and brutal, but there is no evidence that
he is anything but rational. Everything he has done, from
assassinating political opponents. to usi1_1g poison g~
against his political enemies, the Kurds, to invading Kuwait can be see as furthering his own self-interest.

Kuwait as Victim
The classical victim is innocent. To the Iraquis,
Kuwait was anything but an innocent ingenue. The war
with Iran virtually bankrupted Iraq. Iraq saw itself as having fought that war partly for the benefit of Kuwait and
Saudi Arabia, where Shiite citizens supported Khomeini's
Islamic Revolution. Kuwait had agreed to help finance the
war, but after the war, the Kuwaitis insisted on repayment
of tl1e "loan.''Kuwaitis had invested hundreds of billions
in Europe, America and Japan, but would not invest in ~aq
after the war to help it rebuild. On 'the contrary, it began
what amounted to economic warfare against Iraq by overproducing its oil quota to hold oil prices down. In addition,
Kuwait had drilled laterally into Iraqi territory in the Rumailah oil field and had extracted oil from Iraqi territory.
Kuwait further took advantage of Iraq by buying its currency, but only at extremely low exchange rates. Subsequently, wealthy Kuwaitis used that Iraqi currency on trips
to Iraq, where they bought Iraqi goods at bargain rates.
Among the things they bought most flamboyantly were
liquor and prostitutes-widows and orphans of men killed
in the war, who, because of the state of the economy, had
no other means of support. All this did not endear Kuwaitis to Iraqis, wh,o were suffering from over 70% inflation. Moreover, Kuwaitis had long been resented for good
reason by Iraqis and moslems from other nations. Capital
rich, but labor poor, Kuwait imported cpeap labor from
other moslem countries to do its least pleasant work. At
the time of the invasion, there were 400,000 Kuwaiti citizens and 2.2 millions foreign laborers who were denied
rights of citizenry and treated by the Kuwaitis as lesser
beings. In short, to the Iraqis and to labor-exporting Arab
countries, Kuwait is badly miscast as a purely innocent
victim. This does notin any way justify the horrors perpetrated on
the •Kuwaitis
by the Iraqi army. But it is part of
,..•w. ,.
t,., • .,_•.,
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In a fairy tale or a game, victory is well-defined.
Once it is achieved, the story or game is over. Neither is
the case in the gulf crisis. History continues, and "victory"
makes sense only in terms of continuing history. The
presideJlt's stated objectives are total Iraqi withdrawal and
restoration of the Kuwaiti monarchy. But no one believes
the matter will end there, since Saddam would still be in
power with all of his for~es intact. General Powell said in
his Senate testimony that if Saddam withdrew, the US
would have to "strengthen the indigenous countries of the
region" to achieve a balance of power. Presumably that
means arming Assad, who is every bit ~ dangerous as
Saddam. Would arming another villain count as victory? If
we go to war, what will constitute "victory"? Suppose we
conquer Iraq, wiping out its military capability. How
would Iraq be governed? No puppet government that we
set up could govern effec·tively since it would be hated by
the entire populace. Since Saddam has wiped out all oppoc
sition, the only remaining effective government for the
country would be his Ba'ath party. Would it count as a
victory if Saddam's friends wound up in power? If not,
what other choice is there? And if Iraq has no remaining
military force, how could it defend itself against Syria and
Iran? It would certainly not be a "victory" for us if either of
them took over Iraq. If Syria did, then Assad's Arab nationalism would become a threat. If Iran did, then Islamic
fundamentalism would become even more powerful and
threatening. It would seem that the closest.thing to a "victory" for the US ih case of war would be to drive the Iraqis
out of Kuwait; destroy just enough of Iraq's military to
leave it capable of defending itself against Syria and Iran;
somehow get Saddam out of power, but-let his_Ba'ath
party remain in control of a country just strong enough to
defend itself, but not strong enough to be a threat; and keep
the price of oil at a reasonably low level. The problems: It
is not obvious that we could get Saddam out of power
without wiping out most of Iraq's military capability. We
would have invaded an Arab country, which would create
vast hatred for us throughout the Arab wo~ld, and would
no doubt result in decades of increased terrorism and lack
of cooperation by Arab states. We would, by defeating an
Arab nationalist state, strengthen Islamic fundamentalism.
Iraq would remain a cruel dictatorship run by cronies of
Saddam. By reinstating the government 9f Kuwait, we
would inflame the hatred of the poor toward the rich
throughout the Arab world, and thus increase instability.
And the price of oil would go through the ;roof. Even the
closest thing to a victory doesn't look very victorious. In
the debate over whether to go to war, very little time has
been spent clarifying what a victory would be. And if "victory" cannot be defined, neither can "wotthwhile sacrifice."

porary nations of the Middle East To see Arabs metaphorically as one big family is to suggest that oil wealth
should belong to all Arabs. To many Arabs, the national
boundaries drawn by colonial powers are illegitimate, violating the conception of Arabs as a single "brotherhood"
and impoverishing millions. To.those impoverished millions, the positive side of Saddam's invasion of Kuwait'
was that it challenged national borders and brought to the ,
fore the divisions between rich and poor that result from
those lines in the sand. If there is to be peace in the region,
these divisions must be addressed, say, by having rich
Arab countries make extensive investments in development that will help poor Arabs. As long as the huge gulf
between rich and poor exists in the Arab world, a large
number of poor Arabs will contin_ue to see one of the
superstate solutions, either Arab nationalism or Islamic
fundamentalism, as being in their self-interest, and the
region will continue to be unstable. The external issue is
the weakness. The current national boundaries keep Arab
nations squabbling among themselves and therefore weak
relative to Western nations. To unity advocates, what we
call "stability" means continued weakness. Weakness is a
major theme in the Arab world, and is often conceptualized in sexual terms, even more than in the West. American officials, in speaking of the "raP,C" of Kuwait, are conceptualizing a weak, defenseless country as female and a
strong militarily powerful country as male. Similarly, it is
common for Arabs to conceptualize the colonization and
subsequent domination of the Arab world by the West,
especially the US, as emasculation. An Arab proverb that
is reported to be popular in Iraq these days is that "It is
better to be a cock for a day than a chicken for a year." The
message is clear: It is better to be male, that is, strong and
dominant for a short period of time than to be female, that
is, weak and defenseless for a long time. Much of the support for Saddam among Arabs is due to the fact that he is
seen as standing up to the US, even if only for a while, and
that there is a dignity in this. If upholding dignity is an
essential part of what defines Saddam's "rational selfinterest", it is vitally important for our government to
know this, since he may be willing to go to war tQ. "be a
cock for a day." The US does not have ·anything \ike a

proper understanding of the issue of Arab dignity. Take
the question of whether Iraq will come out of this with part
of the Rumailah oil fields and two islands givif!g it a port
on the gulf. From Iraq's point of view these are seen as
economic necessities if Iraq is to rebuild. President Bush
has spoken of this as "rewarding aggression", using the
Third-World-Countries-As-Children metaphor, where the
great powers are grown-ups who have the obligation to reward or punish children so as to make them behave properly. This is exactly the attitude that grates on Arabs who
want to be treated with dignity. Instead of seeing Iraq as a
sovereign nation that has ta1cen military action for economic purposes, the president treats Iraq as if it were a
child gone bad, who has become the neighborhood bully
and should be properly disciplined by the grown-ups. The
issue of the Rumailah oil fields and the two islands has
alternatively been discussed in the media in terms of"saving face." Saving face is a very different concept than
upholding Arab dignity and insisting on being t;reated as
an equal, not an inferior.

What is Hidden By Seeing the State as a Person?
The Arab Viewpoint
The metaphors used to conceptualize the gulf crisis hide the most powerful political ideas in the Arab
world: Arab natim:ialism and Islamic fundaqientalism. The
first seeks to form a racially-based all-Arab nation, the
stcond, a theocratic all-Islamic state. Though bitterly opposed to one another, they share a great deal. Both are conceptualized in family terms, an Arab brotherhood and an
Islamic brotherhood. Both see brotherhoods as more legitimate than existing states. Both are at odds with the
state-as-person metaphor, whi,ch sees currently existing
states as distinct entities with a right.to exist in perpetuity.
Also hidden by our metaphors is perhaps the most important daily concern throughout the Arab world: Arab dignity. Both political movements are seen as ways to achieve
dignity through unity. The current national boundaries are
widely perceived as working against Arab dignity in two
ways: one internal and one external. The internal issue is
the division between rieh and poor in the Arab world. Poor
Arabs see rich Arabs as rich by accident, by where the
BriJ.ish happened to draw the lines that created the contem•
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The State-as-Person metaphor highlights the
ways in which states act as units, and hides the internal
structure of the state. Class structure is hidden by this
metaphor, as is ethnic composition, religious rivalry, political parties, the ecology, the influence of the military
and of corporations (especially multi- national corporations). Consider "national interest." It is in a person's
interest to be healthy and strong. The State-as-Person
metaphor translates this into a "national interest" of economic health and military strength. But what is in the
"national interest" may or may not be in the interest of
many ordinary citizens, groups, or institutions, who may
become poorer as the GNP rises and weaker as the military
gets stronger. The "national interest" is a metaphorical
concept, and it is defined in America by politicians and
policy makers. Fm the most part, the1 are influenced more
by the rich than by the poor, more by large corporations
than by small business, and more by developers than ecological activists. When President Bush argues that going to
war would "serve our vital national interests", he is using a
metaphor t}l~t ~ide~, ~~ctly wh~~<t)fl.lere~ts WQIJl.d ,b_e .
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Atrocities Past:
Excerpts from the Vietnam War Crimes Inquiry

,

These testimonies from the National Veterans
Inquiry (NV}) on U.S. War Crimes in Vietnam, held in
December 1970, were read into the Record by Congressman Ron Dellums. The NVl was organized by Tod Ensign
and Jeremy Rifkin of the Citizens Commission of Inquiry,
and was followed in Jan .. 31-Feb. 2 1971 with the Winter
, Soldier Investigations organized by Vietnam Veterans
Against The War in Detroit, when more veterans testified
about their role in war crimes. Encouraged by the horrific
revelations of the My Lai massacre, in which U.S. soldiers
raped and murdered over 500 Vietnamese in one afternoon, many veterans sought to reveal their own actions.
The .attempt in all of these hearings was to show not only
the magnitude of the horrors inflicted upon the Vietnamese people, but to show that such activities were standard
operating procedure, and were condoned if not commanded by the highest levels of the military.
The excerpts presented here are only a few from
the many testimonies of men and women who participated
in and observed war crimes in Vietnam. There is much
that is unknown, and certainly even more that is forgotten
by the public. We are expected to forgive if not forget
completely, and now we are faced with a new war in which
the tonnage of bombs dropped and artillery used is unparalleled in history. The extensive cover-ups, mystification,
and lies from the Vietnam war may begin to shrink in comparison to the U.S.f'Allies" war against Iraq.
Mike Mccusker, correspondent, Vietnam, 1966: I was
trained in Recon, which meant that I became a jumper, a
parachutist, scuba, and all the other John Wayne varieties.
In the two years that I was active I was what was called a
combat correspondent for the First Marine Division in Vi..
"'
....._"' e • ~ ~--, -.-.....,._ .,_., Wlait...,
etnam, generally out of Chu Lai. In that pos1uon I was
damn near everything ....
My job was essentially to cover things up from
the press, to be the PR, and come off with the Marine
Corps looking like a shining knight on a white horse. If
anything was coming up that would embarrass the Marine
Corps, we were to take reporters someplace else and make
sure that they didn't know about it. The general trend was

t~:~~:·········:

served and whose would not. For example, poor people,
especially blacks and Hispanics, are represented in the
military in disproportionately large numbers, and in a war
the lower classes and those ethnic groups will suffer proportionally more casualties. Thus war is less in the interest
of ethnic minorities and the lower classes than the white
upper classes. Also hidden are the interests of the military
itself, which are served when war is justified. Hopes tha4
after the cold war, the military might play a smaller role
-have been dashed by the president's decision to prepare
for war. He was advised, as he should be, by the national
security council, which consists primarily of military men.
War is so awful a prospect that one would not like to think
that military self-interest itself could help tilt the balance
to a decision for war. But in a democratic society, the
question must be asked, si,nce the justifications for war
also justify continued military funding and an undiminished national political role for the military.

Energy Policy
The State-as-Person metaphor defines health for
the state in economic terms, with our current understanding of economic health taken as a given, including -0ur
dependence on foreign oil. Many commentators have argued that a change in energy policy to make us less dependent on foreign oil would be more rational than going
to war to preserve our supply of cheap oil from the gulf.
This argument may have a real force, but it has no metaphorical force when ~e definition of economic health is
taken as fixed. After all, you don't deal with an attack on
your health by changing the definition of health. Meta-

to allude in our stories to all Vietnamyse as Communists,
not only dehumanizing them but indicting them as something that we were programmed to fear and abhor. Every
dead Vietnamese was counted as Viet Cong, because they
would not be dead if they were not Viet Cong, whether
they were ninety years old or six months old. The body
count was any pool of blood, and I used to think that, perhaps multiplied by seven. The villagers were destroyed or
forcibly removed to New Life Hamlets - which is what
they were called - which were nothing more than concentration camps with barbed wire and machine guns. The
huts were too close, there was hardly any food - which
forced beggars and whores,of once-proud farmers ....
Nqw, what's an atrocity? The killing down of
one man running in the field? Well, in other testimony,
whenever you n~ped [napalmed] a village, the villagers
were running from it, helicopters would shoot them down.
Under the general operating procedure ... anybody running
must be a Viet Cong or he wouldn't run from you. It was
not taken into account that he might be just scared to
death.... And so they were shot down in the field as they
were running through the paddies. No, these were the
general rule, whether it was the shooting down of one man
or whether two villages were hit.
.
Floor: You're absolving the CO (Commanding Officer) of
the batta_lion as just doing his duty under standing orders,
are you?
McCusker: I'm absolving him as, in essence, the same
way I'm absolving myself. That he was just as much a
victim of the rigid structure in which he was involved,
which especially his whole career was involved and so he
was frozen within that position and could not do much
iiiore.•
lie~trcler ' o ~ •as 't"
tinder orders.
And I felt a great sense of powerlessness ....
Kenneth Osborn, area intelligence specialist, Vietnam,
1969: ....They had two hootches right there on that 3rd
Marine Amphi~ious Force compound which were devoted
to interrogation and they used the following modus operandi: at one point I had described a certai_n individual of a

local village.- suburban village of Danang. They went out
and scarfed her up and brought her in and simply put her in
there. There were no facilities other than a wooden bench
which stood on, like a sawhorse.-.on which she could sit,
sleep do whatever she wanted to. There were no toilet
facilities. There was no food and no water. And the idea
was that she should stay there until she talked, when they
had weakened her. I was on the compound one ciay and the
- a lieutenant said to me, I want to show you what we're
doing with so-and-so whom you - whom we got from your
report there. Come on over next door and I'll show you
the process. And when we went over and they had set this
hootch up within the week. And they were quite proud of
the fact that they were just leaving the people there to
starve. I said, well, we'll just leave her there until she
talks. They did leave her there for about ten days until, finally, she was so weak that she couldn't respond to anything, and at that point, they just sent her back to her village and called it a loss - got no information from her.
[A male prisoner was picked up]. He was put in
the same hootch with the four cages, in another cage, and
he was forced to lay back on the floor with his hands tied
behind his back. And they would insert a bamboo peg - a
wooden peg, I'm not sure if it was bamboo-a wooden peg,
a dowel with a sharpened end, into the semicircular canal
of the car, which would be forced into the head Iitllc by
!ittle as he was interrogated. And eventually, did enter the
brain and killed the subject. They never got any viable information out of him - they called that a loss. But in any
case that was one thing that was a standard operating procedure .... I won't describe the ringing up of the telephone
sort of thing to the woman's brcas\. ni.pp\cs and.J.hc mcn'.s.-genitals. When these-things·failcd, then they wcht further
into-the, I think, worst of the torture methods that I saw
was the one of inserting the dowel into the ear.\

phorical logic pushes a change in energy policy out of the
spotlight in the current crisis. I do not want to give the
impression that all that is involved here is metaphor. Obviously there ,are powerful corporate interests lined up
against a fundamental restructurin__g of our national energy
policy. What is sad is that they have a very compelling
system of metaphorical thought on their side. If the debate
is fnuned in terms of an attack on our economic health, one
cannot argue for redefining what economic health is without changing the grounds for the debate. And if the debate
is framed in terms of rescuing a victim, then changes in
energy policy seem utterly beside the point.

in the war. Dead human beings went on the profit side of
our ledger. There is a lot of talk of American deaths ·as
"costs", but Iraqi deaths aren't mentioned. The metaphors
of cost-benefit accounting and the fairy tale villain lead us
to devalue of the lives of Iraqis, even when most of those
actually killed will not be villains at all, but simply innocent draftees or reservists or civilians.

rnct
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The "Costs" of War
Clausewitz's metaphor requires a calculation of
the "costs" and the "gains" of going to war. What, exactly,
goes into that calculation and what does not? Certainly
American casualties, loss of eqµipment, and dollars spent
on the operation count as costs. But Vietnam taught us that
there are social cos~: trauma to families and communities,
disruption o( lives, psychological effects on veterans,
long-term health problems, in addition to the cost of
spending our money on war instead of on vital social needs
at home. Also hidden arc political costs: the enmity of
Arabs for many years, and the cost of increased terrorism.
And barely discussed is the moral cost that comes from
killing and maiming as a way to settle disputes. And there
is the moral cost of using a "cost" metaphor at all. When
we do so, we quantify the effects of war and thus hide from
ourselves the qualitative reality of pain and death. But
those are costs to us. What is most ghoulish about the costbenefit calculation is that "costs" to the other side count as
"gains" for us. In Vietnam, the body counts of killed Viet
Cong were taken as evidence of what was being "gained"
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America as Hero
The classic fairy tale defines what constitutes a
hero: it is a person who rescues an innocent victim and
who defeats and punishes a guilty and inherently evil villain, and who does so for moral rather than venal reasons.
If America starts a war, will it be functioning as a hero? It
will certainly not fit the prdfile very well. First, one of its
main goals will be to reinstate "the legitimate government
of Kuwait." That means reinstating an absolute monarchy,
where women are not accorded anything resembling reasonable rights, and where 80% of the people living in the
country are foreign workers who do the dirtiest jobs and
are not accorded the opportunity to become citizens. This
is not an innocent victim whose rescue makes us heroic.
Second, the actual human beings who will suffer from an
all-out attack will, for the most part, be innocent people
who did not take part in the atrocities in Kuwait Killing
and maiming a lot 9f innocent bystanders in the process of
nabbing a much smaller number of villains does not make
one much of a hero. Third, in the self-• defense scenario,
where oil is at issue, America is acting in its self-interest
But, in order to qualify as a legitimate hero in the rescue
scenario, it must be acting selflessly. Thus, there is a
contradiction between the self-interested hero of the selfdefense scenario and the purely selfless hero of the rescue
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they will combine. That is the question we asked in New oftheir responsiQility, but the fact of their repression. Art found, it is destroyed. It's too dangerous. It is smothered.
Spaces of Liberty. The word "alliance" (the original title effort is under way to eliminate those who have the now We don't know how to prevent that.
was New Lines of Alliance) is ambiguous. It is usually archaic power to disseminate ideas on a mass scale. Toused to refer to alliances between sectors of the same class
or between different classes. What is going on now is not
an alliance in that sense, but a process of recomposition of
sectors that can no Jonger even be said to constitute a
"working class." If work has been socialized in the way
we have been describing, then it is no longer possible to
make the _classical Marxian distinction between production and reproduction. What is the home today? It is entirely implicated, imbricated, taken up in the unitary flow
of production. A whole series of problems arise. If work
is no longer skilled and qualification for a specific trade is
no longer important, if the maximum abstraction and flexibility nf labor-power as such has become fundamental,
then it is obvious that the school regime is absolutely crucial to the shaping of the new kind of worker. It is no
longer the hands that must be shaped, but the head.
People's work schedules must be shaped. The workday is
a major issue today.
;
What you were saying before about the essentially
multinational character of the social worker is very true.
The composition of the social worker is no longer nationbased. There is a new international unification of work.
The labor market is undergoing a process of unification, in
large part through the control of the cost of production and
reproduction of labor-power around the world by the
American banks in charge of the International Monetary
Fund. But struggles arise in different countries, and they
can be very significant because they are fighting the same
mechanism of production.

I

BM: This is what you call Worldwide Integrated Capital-

ism.
TN: Right. I have to say that Felix sometimes sounds a
little too Frankfurt School when he talks about that. But
then it is very difficult to put these two aspects together:
absolute singularization on the one hand, and the construction of a unifed market on the other. The process of market
construction creates contradiction even as it unifies. In
creating contradiction, it creates singularization. Singularity arises at a point of contradiction, and reaches its
height when the contradiction turns into an open antagonism. The singularity of the social worker, for example,
came into being after the struggles of the mass worker had
turned into an antagonism that capital found intolerable.
What organizational form corresponds to the new sblution? I don't know. I do know that the organizational
form of the skilled worker was the union, and that the organizational (orm of the mass worker was autonomy.
What is the -form of organization of the social worker? I
just don't know. The contradictions must be overcome
through the elaboration of new organizational processes.

AJ: When someone asks the question "What will the new
form of organiztion be?" the question that comes to my
mind is ''Who will conceive it?" This brings us to the
questiop of the role of the intellectual. In this-knot, in the
midst of this complexity, does the intellectual as an entity
disappear? If the organic intellectual no longer exist, but
intellectuals are still implicated in that knot of production
and repotduction, wI:iat is their place? Are they reduced to
being dissidents? Is it the intellectual who will conceive
the new organization?

1

TN: I really don't know. I think there is terrible confusion
around the term "intellectual.;' The word is s9metimes
used to refer to those who participate in a particular market, namely the book market. There are very few intellectuals in that sense. Most intellectuals in our society, even
in my parents' generation, are professors, school teachers,
or salaried workers-who read a lot and_ are active in political parties. I am convinced that the big intellectual is
going extinct. The intellectual is being absorbed into the
media industry and the spreading tertiarization of social
production. Intellectuals still have an important position.
But what has become..most important is not the quesion

day, influence functions increasingly on a micropolitical
level. This will also be trµe of the passage from social
work to the production of revolutionary subjectivity. lt
cannot result from the actions of an intellectual, or of any
individual. There will be no more Lenins. What was
Lenin? Lenin was the representation of a separate working class function vis-a-vis the rest of society. The working class was a minority. Lenin was the idea that a minority could transform society. Henceforth it will have to be
the majority. That is a cause for optimism.
The i,mportant issue now is not so much the function of
the intellectual as the function of representation. There is
a crisis in representation. Democratic representation has
been emptied of any meaning by the structure of political
parties and organizations, and by the structure of the media. This can already be seen in the American film of the
1920s and 1930s. Citizen Kane is an example. Democraticrepresentation as it was traditionallyionceived is no
longer possible:
!

TN: It is true, as you say, that desire is constitutive of
subjectivity. But there is a danger in speaking of desire as
though it were indifferent to content. Desire is never
something indifferent or undefined. It is something determinate. Desire is a machine, an aggregate of determinate
moments. It is a principle of singularity and determination. Politically speaking, desire must be seen in relation
to the machine of state organization. State organization
endeavors to place desire in a relation of subordination and
functionalizaion. Desires constitute new subjectivities
everywhere. Some are absorbed by the state and smothered, emptied of their vital S!,lbstance. There are parameters we can use to define these constitutive desires. For
example the discourses on freedom that treat it a material potenti.al, apotential for being. Concepts of alienation
and exploitation follow from that. The discourse on desite
makes sense only if desire ,is placed in the real, concrete
context of the muliplicity of powers and potentials for:Jning the fabric of our experience.

BM: If it ever was.

BM: You define freedom as a power to act, a potentiality,
rather than a static condition.

TN: Right.. If it did exist, it is now merely ridiculous. But
we obviously can't talk about a new kind of representation
until we know what the new organization
be. In classical philosophical terms, the formal conditions for the
new organization exist, but not the material conditions.
We are confronted by a form of social work that is half
abstract and half absolutely singularlized. It is
enormously difficult theoretically to make the conection
between abstraction and singularization, or to short-circuit
it. As I have said, singularity is born of the contradiction
created by processes of abstraction. It is on that level that
subjectivity is determined. Singularity and abstraction go
hand in hand. Singularity is in fact an abstract prosthesis.
I do not think that it is still possible to speak of singularization in the classical sense of a reterritorialization, a return
to roots. That is not at all what I am talking about. We
must create the territorriality within which the new subjectivity will grow. How can we foster this process? That
is the problem Deleuze and Guattari tackle in A Thousand
Plateaus. Their approach is entirely con~istent with my
own, except that they place less emphasis on organizing
and critical experimentation. One must begin to individuate certain totally abstract reterritorializations as part of,an
organizational process, and new subjectivities will come
to occupy them. What is the body? That is the question.
Today's conception of the body is patently reactionary.
What is the body, if not the relation between abstraction
and singularization - the connection be~ween which is
becoming harder and harder to make? What is the difference between organization and the body? I really don't
know.

will

BM: What you are saying is that the new collective subjectivity you discuss in New Spaces ofLiberty is no longer
built on class consciousnes~_and no longer implies any
relation of representation. Does that mean that it will constitute itself on the level of the unconscious and desire,
and that consciousness will come after?

as

AJ: What is the difference between freedom conceived in
this way and the freedom produced by the state and state
_media? What role does fr(?edom have in your thinking?
TN: Freedom is the ontological enrichment of the subject.
It is the power to choose between possible paths. Maximum freedom is having a maximum of possibilities. That
it is a thoroughly communist conception of freedom. It
has nothing to do with frs:edom of the press. It is a taboo of
liberal thought to challenge that freedom. But what meaning could freedom of the press possibily have when in Italy, for exa!Jlple, the press is owned by two people, and
cousins at that?
AJ: It's the same in the English-speaking world. Rupert
Murdoch owns everything.
TN: And what does freedom of the courts mean when they
are controlled by corporations? What does a free market
mean when there is no longer ariy imaginable material relation betwen labor and ownership, access to the market
and access to equipment, etc.? The concept of liberty
advanced in the liberal constitution is in truth a concept of
slavery pure and simple. Freedom is something entirely
different: it is the free choice of 'individuals to 'Clo what
they believe is right, and to fight to bring it abo,ut. That is
sacrosant.
AJ: So the word freedom still has meaning for you.

TN: Yes, it is profoundly meaningful. Provided that it is
connected to the thematics of desire and of singularization
in being.

BM: Freedom, then, is a continuous process of creation
rather than a state that is reached or the practice of certain
rights conferred by the state. Are there times when it is
nevertheless necessary to ally oneself with, for exampl(?,.
TN: To some extent that is true. But we inust be careful. the social democrats, to def~nd bourgeois freedoms
This is not an irrational process. It is a process of confron- against the kind of emergency powers under which you
tation involving concrete machines and desires.
yourself were arrested?
BM: You are using a new model of desire that does not TN: Yes, if they are not interpreted simply as capitalist
freedoms, but as irreversible gains won through revoludefine it as irrational.
..,
tionary action, as collective possibilities opening the way
for a blossoming of individuals and groups.
TN: It is in no way irrational.
AJ: But who creates the new human model .that you have
alluded to in your writings, that ilew subJectivity that the
state aiins to crush at all costs? It seems to me that every
time this subjective collectivity begins to take shape, every
time that unconscious process of desire begins to reform
and a new organization is finally on the verge of being

BM: Possibilities that the state was forced to codify in
spite of itself.
TN: Exactly. Of course those freedoms can enter into
contradiction. The project of communism - which I be-

continued next page
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lieve is the project of all of human history - is to create traordinarily important
forms of compatibility between freedoms. Freedom is a
singularizing phenomenon, but it is also a phenomenon of BM: But isn't an anti-state Marxist an anarchist? Why do
socialization. There has never been any incompatibility you reject that label?
between freedom and communism. Never.
TN: Because I think anarchism is tied to a social organizaAJ: That was another word I wanted to ask you about. In tion that no longer exists, in which there was a high degree
the opening pages of The New Spaces of Liberty you de- of solidarity between different sectors. It is true that anarscribe how the word "communism" has been betrayed and chism provided great impetus toward a far-reaching conheaped with infamy. If that is the case, why call that fight ception of revolution. But anarchism has solidified into scenario. Fourth, America may be a hero to the royal famifor freedom communism? If the word has become so infa- something negative in revolutionary consciousness. In lies of Kuwait and Saudi Arabia, but it will not be a hero to
particular, the anarchists' resistance to what the later most Arabs. Most Arabs do not think in terms of our metamous, why use it?
Sartre called "praxis process" was quite negative. Anar- phors. A great many Arabs will se~' us as a kind of colonial
TN: Because it is full of history. Today, what is com- chism - perhaps this applies to Marxism as well - did power using illegitimate force against an Arab brother. To
monly called communism is actually socialism, and some- not understand that capitalism could tum into fascism, into them, we will be villains, not heroes. America appears as
times not even that. The distinction between socialism and something truly monstrous. In order to fight fascism you classic hero only if you don't look carefully at how the
communism was fundamental for me and my generation. need higher forms of solidarity and organization. I like metaphor is applied to the situation. It is here that the
Socialism meant when property was abolished and each anarchists. But I see them as people who throw themselves State-as-Person metaphor functions in a way that hides
received according to his or her merits. Communism re- at a powerful enemy armed with sticks and stones. Today vital truths. The State-as-Person metaphor hides the interferred to the final form of production, when the human we are not confronted by fascism, but by forms of democ- nal structure of states and allows us to think of Kuwait as a
community became a totality wi~in which each received racy policed by the horrendous overdetermination of nu- unitary entity, the defenseless maiden to be rescued in the
accotding to his or her needs and desires. The Soviet sys- clear power: the power to destroy the world used as black- fairy tale. The metaphor hides the monarchical character
tem is still called communist, when it has nothing at all to mail to ensure order. We must organize all of social' power of Kuwait, and the way Kuwaitis treat women and the vast
majority of the people who live in their country. The Statedo with communism. This causes terrible confusion. against that. Anarchism is not equal to it.
Hatred·is directed against the word. It is a sad situation.
as-Person metaphor also hides the internal structures of
Not only has communism been betrayed, so has socialism. AJ: Is it possible to do that democratically?
Iraq, and thus hides the actual people who will mostly be
killed, maimed, or otherwise harmed in a war. The same
The utopianism of communism as a positive project has
i
never entered historical and collective experience. To TN: All I know is that we have to try as hard as we can. metaphor also hides the internal structure of the US, and
speak of communism, certain conditions must be met, We need to base the struggle on individual rights, fully therefore hides the fact that is the poor and minorities who
namely the socialization of work, desires, and possibilities exercised in an open democracy. There is always the dan- wilt make the most sacrifices while not getting any signifiof freedom. The world today is ripe for communism: That ger of falling into mystification when the word democracy cant benefit. And it hides the main ideas t_hat drive Middle
might sound a bit rhetorical, but we use the word because is used. It is not a mystification as long as we are clear Eastern politics.
generat!ons of revolutionaries grew up on it and fought for about what questions have been left unanswered. We tnust
experiment - bn reconstituting a new subjectivity, new Things to Do
it, and it is they who have safeguarded our freedotn,
<forms of organization, and new forms of representation.
War would create much more suffering than it
would alleviate, and should be renounced in this case on
BM: In an interview in L' Autre Journal you spoke of the Those are the three crucial problems.
humanitarian grounds. There is no shortage of alternatives
oblivion revolutionary struggles have been consigned to,
to war. Troops can be rotated out and brought to the miniand the need to revive a collective memory of them. Is that AJ: What recent French thinkers have influenced you?
mum
level to deter an invasion of Saudi Arabia. Economic
one of your motives for using the word communism?
TN: Deleuze, of course, has been most important to me. sanctions can be continued. A serious system of internaTN: Yes. The questjon of memory fascinates m_e. It really My book OQ Spinoza, for examnle, is from a certain per- tional inspections can be im,tituted to \)revcnt the deve\o\)should 'be studiea more. ""llovrisite&-ru:~~~t1e'1l"'thoroughly ~oefouzian ·work. -Where I differ ment oflraq' s nuclear capacity. A certain amount of "face7
reconstituted? What interactions take place between from him is that h~ tends to overlo_ok the metaphysical saving" for Saddam is better than war: As part of a commemories, between stratifications of memories, and the dimension of totality and antagonism. That is very much a promise, the Kuwaiti monarchy can be sacrificed and elections held in Kuwait. The problems of rich and poor Arabs
struggles that develop at various times? It is very impor- part of Spinoza, and it is worth retaining.
must be addressed, with pressures placed on the Kuwaitis
tant to find a way of thinking about that. Some incredible
things have happened in Italy. Fully a third of the popula- AJ: Do you think that the French philosophical corpus of and others to invest significantly in development to help
tion emigrated between 1890 and 1914, and not a trace of the last twenty years offers, not a consensus, but a series of poor Arabs. Balance of power solutions within the region
it is left in official memory. It's unbelievable. Italians responses to the problems w~ have been discussing? There should always be seen as moves toward reducing, not inpopulated the United Stats, Argentina, and later Australia. is a debate going on in the United States about whether the creasing armaments; positive economic ·incentives can
Half of Sao Paolo, a city of fourteen million people, is of thought of French thinkers like Foucault, Deleuze, and used, together with the threat of refusal by us and the SoviItalian extraction. New York is heavily Italian. It was the Derrida really provides new tools to help understand the ets to supply spare parts needed to keep hi-tech military
defeat of southern Italy and the unification of the country knot of complexity we have referred to, or whether it was a weaponry functional. If there is a moral to come out of the
Congressional hearings, it is that.there are a lot of very
that brought it on. There was famine. Th~re had been transitional phase that we must move on from.
knowledgeable people in this country who have thought
extensive agricultural and industrial activity in the south.
Then the northe~ers came, created a domestic market for TN: I think it is both. Recent French philosophy is a con- about alternatives to war. They should be taken seriously.
their own products, and reduced the south to colonial tinuation of the post-Nietzschean project of German phi- SI
status. The people's resistance was to flee. Ask an intel- losophy of the first half of the century: Husserl,. Heilectual, someone like Martin Scorsese, what his memory degger, Wittgenstein. In keeping with the traditional inde- George Lakoffis Professor ofLinguistics at the 'University
pendence of French thought, that project was given a spe- of C~lifornia at Berkeley and is frequently "seen" in the
or'it is. At most, a landscape!
cifically French vocabulary that was often enriching, as virtual reality of computer networks.
AJ: Do you think that the media plays an important role in was often liked to moral questions. Avove all, French philosophy is philosophy in the bedroom; it is philosophy for
this process of forgetting?
nonspecialists. I belive that that is very important These Nietzsche. Sartre's theories of heteronomy, historical deTN: Yes, now it does. Before, in Italy, it was the schools. are also thinkers who experienced the crisis in M~ism. velopment, and the conversion of effects into causes was
The first I heard of emigration was in 1968, when the intel- Therefore in a c;.ertain way what they have done is a repeti- the integration of that reading of philosophy ·into French
lectuals and students began to work with southerners tion of nineteenth-century philosophy. Their responses to thought. I think Sartre's book on Genet anticipates many
·employed in the factories of the north. Intellectual labor the crisis in Marxism were hight original. There is Fou- later developments and is of enormous importance in the
went into establishing the continuities, but it was too late. cault's structural response, which redefined resistance at history of philosophy. Bachelard's studies of epistemoincreasingly marginal levels. And there is Deleuze's apol- logical discontinuity followed, and were central to FouAJ: So you use the word communism to keep alive the ogy for singularization, which l find wonderful. Then cault and the philosophy of singularity.
memory of that history. Is that also the reason you retain there is Derrida's critique of the crisis in epistemology.
th word ~ism even though you no longer believe in the Marxism was present.in the debate, in its Sartrean and AJ: So you think recent French philosophy has made funAlthusserian forms. There thinkers weren't simply aca- damental contributions.
working class as a vanguard?
demics; they were there in the bedroom.
TN: Yes. But at the same time it is only a beginning. We
TN: A lot of my friends have stopped using the words
must forge ahead. Perhaps the most important book of all
communism and Marxism, and I see their point. But AJ: I like that image.
is A Thousand Plateaus. It is in many ways the culminaMarxism is still a very important technical tool of analysis,
TN: It's not meant to be belittling. A tremendous amount tion of postwar philosophy. It is the definition of a plateau
We need to remember that. We shouldn't throw ...
ofresearch was done, particularly if you think ofFoucault,. from which to launch a reconstruction. Historical discontinuity must be seen in a future perspective as well. That is
especially
his work on historical discontinuity.
AJ: ... the baby out with the bath water.
the optimism of reason we discussed at the beginning: it is
possible
to make a leap.
AJ:
It
changes
everything.
TN: In particular, we shouldn't throw out Marx's Marxism along with the S~viet interpretation of it, which is
truly vile. The Marxism I know, Marx's Marxism,.is ex- TN: The discourse of discontinuity was already present in
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Aronowitz: I don't know
who argues for cutting
health or safety. And I
will argue there is no differentiation between cutting funding for environment or health: these are
fundamental needs. These are needs that transcend anything else, and if you are cutting health, education or the
environment, you are going to make it much more difficult
for the city to maintain itself.
Splinter: Those are fundamental resources for the future.
Aronowitz: Exactly. So, when these people, the Governor and the Mayor and the administrative agencies actually ask for budget cuts without protest and without conceiving alternative fund-raising, I feel that they participate, they become part of the problem and not the solution.
Now, the problem is that one has to then convince this
chancellor. We don't have a president at the Graduate
tenter so we lack an articulate well trained spokesperson
to actually represent our interests. We are in a bind in that
respect. A lot of changes could take place between now
and the political appointment of the next president. We
have to convince the department chairs and the Graduate
Center administrators to be serious and maintain the current budget--City University should not be cut. We the
unions, the social welfare agencies including education
have made proposals for tax increases.
Change, creative change only takes place if not in the
context of friendship at the very least in the context of stability. I mean of economic stability. When you have economic deprivation and all people are concerned about is
deprivation. And our Union, I mean the PSC, our chancellor, and the best people in the system, can think of nothing
but job preservation. Now, I think job preservation is very
important. Especially my own. No, seriously, it's not that
unimportant. But if all we talk about is job preservation, I
think we will. miss the point of the university at the moment. And that's why I wanted to talk to you. Everybody
is sort of assuming, you know, my arse is not goint to be
caught, I'm gonna be safe, I'm tenured or whatever.
The next thing will be proposals to increase the work
loads. There will probably be proposals such as cutting
down the number of deans, putting deans back in the classrooms, increasing the work load of some of the faculty.
When you increase the work loads of the faculty to three to
four courses, you .then reduce scholarship. More egregiously from our prospective, you begin to bump adjuncts.
Because in addition to trying to cut down the number of

ceive of a democratic
society as a sphere in
which exchange and
negotiation of differences between communities ~es place, the
multi-cultural educastudents, which we've seen in the newspapers, budget cut- tion has to be the proving ground, the training ground for
ting will cut down the number of faculty, eventually. They that kind of dialogue and exchange.
will try to cut down the number of adjuncts by making
faculty work longer in the classroom. Now, we were not Aronowitz: I think it's misdirected to believe that what
hired, although this might be considered rather controver- we ought to be doing is recruiting people of color and
sial, exclusively as full-time classroom teachers. One of women to become ordinary mainstream professionals.
our responsibilities, is to be intellectu~lly creative and There are people who have said that to me that this posiproductive. How do you go to the classroom if you don't tion is very arrogant. But I think the real opportunities,
have the time not only to prepare the courses but actually I'm speaking simply on a vocational, on an occupational
have time to write and do original research? Increasing the basis, are in the exploration of new forms of knowledge,
work load in the classroom doesn't give us ahell of a lot of new forms of community exchange, new kinds of educational curricula
time for research.
Splinter: Yes, but isn't that consistent'with the type of Splinter: There is another pragmatic reason when looked
technocratic vision we have talked about?
at from the opposite point of view. The committee for
Cultural Studies did a survey of one year's job listings
Aronowitz: Of course, if you are not interested in the posted by the MLA, the year ending in the Spring of 1990.
broad areas of cultural development, if you are interested It indicated that positions were fillable some 60% of the
in training, then you won't be so concerned with work time by graduates trained in what we call here at the
load.
CUNY Graduate Center Cultural Studies. Which is to say
inter-disciplinary programs, programs in whkh one often
Splinter: °you know that I am in agreement with what you needed to teach Latino or Black or Asian or Women's litare saying, but l think the problem or the counter-argu- erature, rhetoric programs, programs that ran along the
ment will be that you haven't explained the line between dividing line between the humanities and the sciences.
cultural development, as you term it, and democracy. You Anybody who thinks that people studying in this merged
will have to demonstrate that people from the South Bronx and joined way will not be employable is dead wrong.
Yet people might want you to point to something tanare allied with us against the technocrats and that there are
some democratic principles at stake here.
gible within CUNY. As far as the Graduate School is
concerned, what would you point to?
Aronowitz: You see, it is my experience that the Graduate Center is one of the few universities, certainly the only Aronowitz: There is nothing tangible. Let me just tell
university in New York that has a considerable minority you, in '75 there was a proposal to terminate the Graduate
enrollment. We recruit community leaders to the Gradu- Center, it was floated in the legislature and in the State
ate Center. T.hcre's a community organizer from Education Department. Harold Proshansky had go up
Bronxville in the Sociology program of the Graduate Cen-

there and lobby like hell to preserve, to save the Graduate

ter. There is the head of the South .Bronx based Puerto
Rican Immigration Project, a sociology graduate student.
There are people who have been active in the Lower East
Side, in housing activities, who are graduate students
doing studies of their own communities and their own activities.

School. We haven't got anybody yet. I am trying to talk
about this because we don't have anybody. Who is going
to go to save the Graduate School to explain the reasons
that the Graduate School is valuable to the people of the
City and State of New York. That's the issue that we have
to address. Now somebody will come along and say: "Oh,
Aronowitz is full of shit", terrific. Then let Cuomo deny it.

Splinter: But I think that multi-cultural education is inherently linked to a democratic society because if you con-
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CUNY Budget News
Chancellor Reynolds' New CUNY Order
At approximately 1:30 a.m., Lemarre
was informed that his car, which was
•••
parked directly in front of the building, had
After a day of lobbying in Albany, been broken into. He left the building, and
The CUNY system stands to lose as and would have to be absorbed by ·other
CUNY studerits visiting the University discovered that the driver-side window had much as $92 million in New York State CUNY campuses
Student Senate offices in the Board of been smashed and his radio stolen. When funding if Governor Mario Cuomo's ExRandy Filer, Hunter professor and
Trustees Headquarters,siezed the building. he returned to re-enter the USS office, he ecutive Budget proposal is adopted by the Chair of the Senate Budget Advisory ComThe students demonstrated peacefully, and was threatened with arrest and denied re- state legislature this spring. Cuomo's pro- mittee, who authored the Hunter plan. deno damage or vandalism occurred to the entry.
posal calls for $77 million in direct cuts to fended the proposed tuition increase as
premises located at 80th St. and East End
Lamarre was outraged that as chair of the CUNY budget, plus an additional $12 aimed at "a large number of middle class,
Ave.
USS and a member of the board of Trus- million reduction in financial aid to CUNY upper middle class students transferring
USS Vice Chair William Lineman tees, he was denied access while the vice students; the additional 3 million in cuts into public universities." This in inconsissaid the protest called attention to student chancellors permitted access to their long- have not yet been itemized. Also included tent though with the composition of the
opposition to the budget cuts and the $500 time crony Sam Weiss, a Times report~r is a proposed $500 per year tuition increase CUNY student body: sixty percent of
tuition increase. The students also called assigned the CUNY beat.
for CUNY and SUNY students, that is on CUNY students are minority students, half
for the the resignation of Ann Reynolds,
Rodin claimed the Vice Chair for Stu- top- of the $200 per year approved tuition have family incomes under $16,000 per
the newly appointed CUNY Chancellor. . dent Affairs, Tilden Lemelle, and other increase that started mid-year.
year, and 20% are parents. More than a
As a number of students were locking officers from the administration, asked the
"It's not possible for our students to third hold down full-time jobs while going
up the building, Ian McGowan, editor of students to leave in an orderly fashion. absorb another tuition.increase," said Spe- to school.
The Lehman College Meridian, picked up a When the students declined, the "Hender- cial Counsel to the Chancellor Dave Fields,
In the past three years, CUNY has susset of keys from the guard's desk. This son rules" were invoked threatening them and CUNY Law Professor, adding "The tained more than $135 million in state cuts
prompted a violent reaction from a security with suspension.and arrest.
University .has still not fully recovered while ~he number of qualified applicants
guard, who slammed McGowan's right
These rules were drawn up in the early from cuts enacted during the fiscal crisis of has steadily increased. Classes are larger.
hand in a door in an attempt to retrieve the '70s to combat student occupations of the mid-seventies." Tuition had been free services have been drastically cut back and
keys.
school buildings. Under Henderson rules, . at CUNY until 1976.
essential facilities like libraries and comOnce students had the keys to the "unauthorized occupancy of University/
The proposed $12 million cut to the puter labs have had to cut back hours. Since
building, Vice Chancellor Jay Hershenson college facilities or blocking accesses to or state financial aid fund includes a reduction the beginning of this school year over
panicked. He threatened the students pres- from such areas is prohibited.'' Further- of between $ 100 to $400 for each full-time 2,000 class sections have been eliminated,
ent with suspension and arrest as "accesso- more, "Individuals are liable for failure to senior college student's Tuition Assistance 1200 at the community colleges and 810 at
ries to a criminal offense." At this point, a comply with lawful directions issued by Program (TAP) Grant. Other scholarships the senior colleges, and 600 adjunct posiwoman.working late upstairs became fran- representatives of the University/college such as the Regents, Empire State, nursing lions have been lost. (The community coltic when she realized U1at all exits were when they are acting in their official ca- grants would suffer deep cuts or elimina- leges make up just over one-third of the
locked or barricaded. Though he possessed pacities." When this threat failed to move fion. Cuts made in the TAP Grant fund last entire CUNY enrollment) These cuts hits
his own keys as well as the authority to the student protestors, 40 police moved in year affected more than 50,000 students CUNY graduate students hard, as many
order the guards to open the doors, Hersh- with chainsaws, sledgehammers, and pick- throughout New York State. Aid to com- finance their education through teaching in
enson refused tb penn.iT t h e ~ to' ~ 'ap1"ffi:fflly-te:1tly"'to-do betnend~us ·munity college--students, which is calcu- adjunct positions, often shuttling between·
egress.
damage to the building, at Chancellor lated differently than TAP, stands to be cut several campuses to make ends meet.
Students were concerned that Hersh- Reynolds's order.
by $125 per full-time enrolled student. The
At the community colleges, enrollenson was attempting to set them up for
This sent a clear message to students destruction of need-based financial aid re- ment has increased while funding has depossible kidnaping charges. After a barri- that the CUNY chancellor, W. Ann Rey- sources from New York State.would mean creased. The community colleges get a
cade in front of the lobby entrance was nolds, will not tolerate student demonstra- that the poorest students would be hit hard- large portion of their funding from the city
removed, the student in possession of the tions. When students had occupied· that est, at the same time as layoffs are increas- and will face drastic cuts from the city
guards keys opened the door and let her same building last year for a week, several ing and city services are being cut.
budget, in addition to their share of the
out.
days passed before Henderson rules were
Along with the cuts are calls for state cuts. Mayor Dinkins' proposal to cut
At that moment, a guard asked Hersh- invoked, and at no point were the students shrinkage of the CUNY student body and $22.5 million from the community colleges
enson if he should try to get the key. The threatened with arrests.
educational programs. At Hunter College, in a report released in January may be revice chancellor agreed, but the guard failed
According to sources within the Ad- the Senate Budget Committee has drawn vised upwards to an even higher figure
in his effort. Eventually, the keys were re- ministration, Chancellor Reynolds has de- up a recommendation which calls for a because of the growth in the city's proturned. Within minutes, the police were on cided not to "cater to the needs and con- 20% redudion in the size of the student jected deficit. Most of the recent enrollthe scene along with various university of- cerns of protesting ·cUNY students." The body and a tuition increase of $800, that ment increases over the past few years at
ficials, including Vice Chancellor for Le- CUNY Administration is currently taking would raise tuition to $2,250 for Hunter CUNY came from the community colgal Affairs Bob Diaz and Deputy Chancel- depositions from eyewitnesses for the pur- · students. Hunter currently costs $1450/ leges. University officials attribute the enlor Larry Mucciolo.
pose of having certain participants of the year, as do the other CUNY colleges. The rollment increase to the need for occupaRita Rodin, the Board's press contact, occupation charged with criminal offenses. proposal assumes that state-based TAP tional retraining due to the declining rethough not present at the time, claimed that According to other sources, the CUNY grants would remain at their current lev~ls gional employment outlook, and the com20 students, including USS Chair Jean administration is vigorously soliciting ap- and does not say where poorer students bined effect of rising tuition, ·elsewhere
Lamarre and McGowan of Lehman, plications for a new head of security, ca- would get the additional $800 even if the coupled with declining federal and state
chained and barricaded the doors. pable of dealing with militant student pro- need-based TAP grants remained the same. aid. Students have been shut out of other
McGowan denies chaining any doors. He tests.
Some programs, such as remedial pro- schools and programs. The tuition hikes,
notes that he left the building after Hersh- Jack Lyons is a student at Lehman College grams and health sciences training pro- shrinkages and · rhetoric of maintaining
enson issued the first verbal warning.
and on The Lehman College Meridian staff grams, would be transferred out of Hunter standards will hit the two-year colleges
- - - - - - - - - ~ - - - ~ ~ - - - - - - - ~........................~~----~~..................~............T ...................~......- - - - - - - within CUNY the hardest, as they tend to
serve poorer students, and a higher percentage of those enrolled at these schools are
older, women and minority students.
There is a national trend towards
planned shrinkage of public university systems in response to government deficits.
Stanley Aronowitz, member of the Emergency Committee to Save CUNY and professor of Sociology at the Graduate Center,
said that proposals like the Hunter Plan can
probably be expected from other CUNY
senior colleges too, along with increased
appeals for tighter admissions standards. If
the other senior colleges were to follow suit
and trim 20% of their enrollment, more
than 60,000 students could be shut out of
Continued on page 8

by Jack Lyons
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concerned that many Hunter students-the
"good'' ones presumably, (as opposed to
the "bad" ones he would like to dump) and
the "good faculty," might as the result-of
declining services wish to move on to better schools. (Hunter Envoy March 7, 1991)
The Hunter administration would like to
keep a competitive edge over the other
CUNY schools. Of course, Filer is perfectly willing to have the CUNY community colleges take on the burden of teaching
the "bad,"dumpable variety of students.
Anticipating lean times ahead, Filer is proposing a two-tier system within CUNYwith Hunter leading the top tier. To get
there, Filer proposes to extracts a few
pounds of flesh and blood from the Hunter
student body,, so that the Hunter College
Administration can sit pretty on tuition
revenues, and of course maintain "standards," only to those who can pay!
Filer's proposals are simply a microcosm of CUNY's; the CUNY Bo<!fd of
Trustees have their own plans for shrinkage of the university. in• order to make their
public university similarly "competitive"
vis-a-vis others. There is a new proposal
by the Chancellor for a "College Preparation Initiative," requiring all students admitted to CUNY to.fulfill an equivalent of
the Regent's requirements for high school
graduation, -including several years of
mathematics, lab science, and foreign language preparation. Dissident CUNY faculty members have speculated that these
new requirements, coupled with declining
financial aid and rising tuition costs, might
shrink the undergraduate CUNY student
population from a little over 200,000 to
125,000 students, and that this is in fact
their aim. And although the Chancellor's
office is firmly committed-at least for this
year-to keeping all CUNY schools open,
there have been proposals for closing down
four-year colleges such as York College
and John Jay College.
In fact these plans for shrinkage sim-

ply present in microcosm a process that
prevails througout the nation today. As a
result of the general economic decline, and
the refusal of the federal government to
serve the vast majority, states, suburbs, cities, city departments, unions, universities,
and, alas, even member schools of universities pit themselves against each other in a
frantic struggle for funds. Planned shrinkage is the cynical managerial solutioninvolving calculated cut backs of services
to those "less fortunate," which results in
homelessness, unemployment, starvation
and decreased access to education.
Educational Promises and Economic Realities
The current crisis of public higher
education must be rooted directly in the
corporate capitalist economic system under
which we live. Profits are the lifeblood of
this system, profits are what corporate
capitalists seek when they invest.
Firstly, this search for profits in itself
leads to mechanization and thus a general
decline in employment and wages for bluecollar, factory work. This mechanization,
and the concentration of capital into huge
corporations, leads. on the other hand, to a
relative increase in the demand for whitecollar and salaried middle class employees.
These kinds of jobs require higher education.
Secondly, corporate profitability has
been declining for decades. Such a decline
translates into an unwillingness among
businessmen to pay taxes lo -support federal, state, and local- spending. Businessmen use their superior economic clout to
diminish taxes and _spending-including
spending for education. While they still
require educated white-collar and technical

CUNY Budget Cuts
frompage7
the system through structural changes
alone. Clearly many students will continue
to be shut out of CUNY due to increasing
cost. (Fiscal crises are often concurrent
with appeals for new standards - see Kate
McCaffery's article in the last issue of
Splinter)
The cuts to CUNY are effecting not
only the students but the staff and faculty
as well. Last year's staff shrinkage contributed to an estimated 4,000 students being
shut out of the CUNY system - there was
simply not enough staff or facilities to accommodate them; class sections were canceled or overenrolled. If this year's cuts
roughly follow Governor Cuomo' s recon}-'
mendations, the shut-outs will be even
more dramatic. Every state employee was
subject to a five-day payroll lag in January
and February; this action has been legally
challenged by the PSC (Professional Staff
Congress, the union representing CUNY
faculty and adjuncts), a~d others.
Last fall, Money magazine included
three SUNY campuses on their "bargain"
list of high-quality, low-cost U.S. colleges.
This event, along with strenuous lobbying
on the part of business interests and private
colleges added ammunition to calls in Albany for education cutbacks; implying that
public education shouldn't be quality edu-

'"

cation. Apparently, under the guise of "fiscal responsibility", the New York State
university system's nationally recognized
successes are now seen as luxuries.
Lobbying efforts against the
Governor's new budget proposal emphasize to the legislators that funds for public
education must be seen as an investment
rather than a liability. The state• s official
deadline for passage of a budget was April
1, but it was extended. The legislature must
first decide what percentage of the deficit
gap will be made up through increased
revenue and spending cuts respectively.
Governor Cuomo's proposal calls for about
three-fourths of the shortfall to be made up
through state spending cuts and the remaining one quarter through increased revenue.
Assembly Democrats are currently at work
on a counter-proposal to raise a slightly
greater proportion through taxes, a move
which will face stiff .opposition from
Cuomo and Senate Republicans.
Under the Cuo~o bodget proposal,
funds to public education statewide would
drop 10% in one year alone, and health and
socjal service programs to the poor and
elderly would be cut back significantly.
In an open letter to Governor Cuomo,
PSC President Irwin Polishook said, "the
effect of these measures would devastate

workers, corporations fill these jobs by
importing workers already educated in
other countries.
Thus these tendencies in the economy
profoundly shape our educational system.
They determine what promises, if any, the
system can keep to ordinary people like us.
We have been taught to look upon- education as a means· of advancement for all:
CUNY's "mission." Examined carefully,
that promise is increasingly revealed to be
an illusion. The real, implied promise is
that a CUNY education a) will be available
to all, and b) will permit us to transcend
and escape from the dependent, poor,
working, or lower-middle cJass status into
which most of us are locked at birth by the
corporate economic system. As Bowles
and Gintis illustrate in their book Schooling in Capitalist America, this promise,
sadly, is contradictory, because the educational system is shaped by, dependent
upon, and geared toward producing people
for the corporate economic system.
When the corporate system is doing
well, as it was in the 1940's through 60's,
CUNY education was free and available to
all-but produced, not transcendence and
escape, but instead, an overabundance of
skilled white collar workers and technicians for the corporate economy. Because
it created more white collar workers than
there were jobs, the educational system
increased competition for these jobs, and
thus lowered wages among these strata and
discouraged them from revolting against
the dull, routinized nature of their work.
The educational system further weakens such resistance by creating educational
stratification. The majority gets low wages
and lousy conditions, and this is justified

by the fact that they have not "earned"
those "higher" credentials-a Bachelor's
or Master's degree vs. a two-year
associate's degree from a community college, or a high school diploma -"required" to "deserve" a better job. The same
principle is now being used to lock the
majority of college faculty in this country
into their lousy adjunct jobs. While adjuncts teach most of the basic courses, and
do so with perhaps as _much if not more
energy -and capability as full-timers, they
get 1/4 of the pay for equal work, and no
seniority or health benefits! But they don't
have a Ph.D., or if they do, they haven't
published enough ..._.
So in the time of capitalist expansion,
the promise of education is permitted to
many, but by no means all, but this in fact
means the opportunity for routinized survival at best, not advancement. But in the
worst of times, like the times now, even
that meager level of fulfillment of the
promise is laid aside. Facing steady decline in their profit margins, corporations
and bankers, via campaign funds, loans,
and investl_llents pressure administrations,
Republican and liberal to cut taxes and
spending for such things as public higher
education to the bone. Even economic survival, let alone advancement of the majority of people becomes unaffordable to corporate capital. No amount of "bloodletting" will change that, because it can't stem
the basic tendencies towards profit decline
intrinsic to the profit system. "Planned
shrinkage" is a means of justifying the continued enjoyment .ofJljgb_..$awies and.
privileges by poiiticians, bankers, corporate directors, university administrators,
etc.. , while the rest of the house burns
down.
We need to stop listening to these
people's excuses, and take control of the
economic system, and every other system,
so as to truly educate ourselves and plan
our economy to fulfill our lives.

the university for many years to come." wards tax increases for affluent New YorkThe letter stressed that thousands of stu- ers. A February rally at the Capital led by
dents would be priced out of the system SUNY and CUNY university students adentirely. Together with the New York dressed both the impending budget cuts
State United Teachers (NYSUT) union, and the ability of the Federal budget to fiPSC has ben meeting with legislative com- nance the Persian Gulf War, but not public
mittees on budget and finance. NYSUT is education.
A number of public universities across
challenging the governor's formula for a
balanced budget and trying to build support the country are facing similar austerity
for an alternative budget (a broadbased measures as state and Federal aid has deproposal supported by many labor and clined. State and local governments have
community groups), which would increase picked up a great deal of the cost for educataxes on upper-income individuals (those tion, public safety, health programs, and
making more than $200,000 per year) and public works as Federal allocations have
businesses. Over the past decade, top-in- disappeared. ·
come earners have benefitted from state r,:;;;::;;:;;::;;:;;::;;:;;::;;:;;;;:;:::;;;::;:;:;:::::;::;:;:::::;:;:;::::;;:;::::;;;;:;:;:;;;:;;:;;:;;::;i
income tax cuts, resulting in a loss of revenue to the state of 5 to 7 billion dollars.
Representatives from both the PSC
and the Chancellor's office hope to convince legislators that cuts to CUNY should
be kept to a.minimum. They have agreed
that the priorities for CUNY are threefolq:
to eliminate the proposed $500 tuition increase, discourage further financi~l aid
cuts, and restore the roughly 600 teaching
positions and 810 class section lost at the
senior colleges (which leaves unmentioned
the class sections lost at the community ·
colleges.)
At a coalition rally attended by minors
ity, student, and labor groups, and organized by the Black and Puerto Rican Legislative Caucus, held at Albany on March 19,
speakers called for a redistribution of the
burden for closing the state's budget gap
away from students and the poor and to-
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The Graduate School Strl.kes Back!

Reynoldsmeetwithdelegatedrepresentativesofthestrike
committees from all CUNY campuses. Additional demands were included at an open forum, swelling the final
by Tara McGann and Andrew Long
list of demands to sixteen.
Graduate student strikers first met with Graduate
School ~dministrators on Friday. April 19, the fourth day
The ten day occupation of the Graduate School began cation series, dubbed Liberation Education, that will be of the strike, to discuss demands. Acting President Cahn
at 6:30 a.m. on April 16th. This action was taken to dem• ongoing, was initiated with a lecture on "Gays and Lesbi- initially declared a deadline for leaving the building of 7
onstrate solidarity with all other CUNY campus protests, ans in Radical Struggle". The Strike Committee also fa- p.m. that night, and though that was extended to 9 p.m.,
and to oppose the proposed $500 tuition hike and $92 mil- cilitated a joint meeting of the Part-Timers United and students decided to retain control of the building. At that
lion reduction of the budget. Graduate students gathered Concerned Faculty who met in the auditorium to discuss time, representatives of the Graduate Center student Strike
on the steps of the New York Public Library at 41st street the strikes and other CUNY crisis matters.
Committee felt that the main stumbling block to negotiatand, 5th Avenue and walked over to the Graduate Center at
Demands addressing CUNY-wide concerns as well as ing an end to the occupation was the refusal by our admini7:00 a.m. By 7:15 the building had been shut down and concerns specific to the Graduate Center were formulated stration to publicly recommend or endorse the demand
doors were barricaded and locked.
and presented ~o the administration, including, in addition that Reynolds meet with representatives of the strike comAt the meeting of the previous evening, where the to no $500 tuition hike, and no $96 million budget cut, mittees from each of the CUNY campuses.
occupation of the building was planned, it was also de- calls for no disciplinary action to be taken against students
Several Graduate Center faculty, including Professor
cided to hold an open forum which would include a ~ ~ - - - " " £ ' , . @@®%'
Schneider of the Anthropology Department, Profesreferendum on the student occupation of the school. l
",
.· sors Alford and Meyerson of Sociology, and ProfesAs 'Students arrived for work and classes, the '
·
' •I sor Piven of Political Science, stepped foward to act
ranks of the strikers within the building swelled and ,
;,. as liasons between the students and administration.
picketers outside leafletted about the budget cuts
l Their mediation helped to move the stalled negotiafacing CUNY, and circulated petitions to the state
'd!i··•~-••,;Awi,,
tions and proceedings along.
legislature. Over the next few days, well over a
On Tuesday, April 23, there was a break-through
hundred students became directly involved with the
' in these negotiations, and student strikers and the
takeover.
1 Graduate School administration reached an agreeApproximately 300 students, staff and faculty
ment. The Strike Committee declared they would
showed up to the first day's open forum where the
leave the building at noon on Thursday, April 25 and
vote was taken by a large majority to remain in the
.._..._......i
in a letter to the Graduate Center community, Acting
building. An open microphone was provided for
President Steven Cahn agreed to immediately set up
people to express their opinion of the action,
an ad- hoc committee of faculty members, students,
I
-whether in support or opposition. Many speakers
staff and administrators to develop a further plan for
aptly commented that the takeover and open forums
effective action toward halting the proposed tuition
had created the largest gatherings and engendered
increases and budget cuts. In addition it was agreed
the greatest moment of mass participation they had
that Dean of Students, Floyd Moreland, would proever seen at the Graduate School.
Art for Revolution: The 12th Floor Crossover (4/16/91)
vide resources for students to continue their defense
Open forums at 4:00 p.m. were a daily feature of the involved in the Graduate Center takeover; statements by of CUNY. The administration also promised to address
takeover, as were nightly meetin_gs inside the building for our Graduate Center administration that they will not demands particular to the Graduate Center (numbers
those participating in the occupation. The open forums bring police onto our campus, and thatthey oppose the use 3,4,5,6,7 ,11,13,14, andl5).
continued to draw in excess of 200 people and decisions of police to end occupation on other CUNY campuses; and
The Strike Committee immediately declared a victory
were made by large majorities at.these forums to continue the forumation of a plan by our administration to show and in their April 23 press release stated that, "this is not an
-the occupution·on a 24-hour-basis.-Meanwhile;-teach-ins- -whaKhey,.an>-going to do to escalate pressure on the legis- end... rather this victory wm be a t:oundauon t:ro1wwn'i.cnwere held in the mall on the nature of the budget crisis, and lature to stop the budget cuts, tuition hikes and firing of to escalate pressure by other means. We will continue to
the particular crisis facing CUNY and an alternative edu- adjuncts. Also the students demanded that Chancellor Ann
continued on page IO

I
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i
f.

they are pursuing legislative alliances with
New York City unions or with the budget
opposition, such as Assembly member
Albert Vann and Senator Franz Leichter.
Thus, in the same paragraph Murphy and
Reynolds state that, "Since the budget was
proposed in January, we have testified on
numerous occasions before Albany and
New York City lawmakers against the tuition proposal, financial aid cuts, and cuts at
the community and senior colleges. We
are in daily contact with the legislative and
leadership. The legislative process in New
York State is not over and we do not yet
have a budget for 1991-92. We hope that
our continuing efforts will improve the
situation for our University and its students." The implication of this last sentence is that "our University", presumably
owned by Murphy and Reynolds, simply
contains students and does not actually include them in the community.
Shamefully, the remaining six
paragraphs of this letter, issued at a time of
financial crisis, are about the student
strikes and the "legal" attempts (the courts
and the cops) to break them. This letter, in
particular, then, is indic~tive of the bad
faith of both the Board of Trustees and the
Chancellor's office, which the student
strikers, through the takeovers and protests
revealed. To underline their position the
student representatives from the coalition
of CUNY campus strike committees,

...

CUNITY, attended the April 29th meeting
of the Board of Trustees and asked how the
Board and the Chancellor's office will
oppose the Governor's devasting budget
proposals, thereby short-circuiting their
evasive rhetoric. Instead of responding to
the students righteous questions, the Board
and the Chancellor shirked the responsibility which- they have assumed and skulked
off to continue the meeting in "executive
session".
CUNY students, staff, and faculty
should realize that the Board of Trustees,
the Chancellor, and her inner circle have
political and financial loyalities that are
antithetical to the mission of our university,
even in its current hobbled condition.
Consider that the entire Board.of Trustees
are appointed, not elected, and that.ten of
the fifteen are appointed by the Governor,
while the Mayor selects the · other five.
Clearly, Ann Reynolds was, de.facto, Governor Cuomo's selection. Also consider
that Ann Reynolds was a candidate with a
tainted record while Chancellor at California State University who arrived to lead a
crisis ridden CUNY without any political
ties or alliances in New York State. She is,
tlterefore, entirely beholden to the forces
which appointed her. Finally, consider that
James P. Murphy ~d Edith B. Everett, respectively the Chair and Vice Chair of the
Board of Trustees, are currently employees of, respectively, Fleet/Norstar (a bank

___I _

which just purchased S & L victim The
Bank of New England) and Gruntal &
Company, a New York Stock Exchange
member firm. Furthermore, Murphy is a
member of the City University Construction Fund, the major financial repository of
our tuition money (how are our tuition dollars invested and distributed?). Given that
many of the counter budget-cut proposals
include tax increases for the wealthiest 5%
of New York State as well as New York
corporations, and the plugging of the many
loop-holes which allow for the shift of untaxed capital out of our state, we have to
understand that the non-actions of the
Board leadership and the Chanc;ellor are
entirely in line with their considerable political and financial obligations.
We therefore call on the remainder of the Board of Trustees to push aside
all those who are not fully committed to the
mission of the City University of New
York and immediately implement the following recommendations as a gesture of
good-faith:

destruction of all oppostion and the antidemocratic consolidation of power.
2). Endorse Senator Franz Leichter's
"Brother Cal} You Spare a Dime" tax increase proposal and/or the "Tax th~ Rich"
proposal •of the Black and Puerto Rican
Legislative Caucus. These proposals call
for progressive taxation of New York
State's wealthiest 5% to ensure that they
pay their fair share.
3). Provide logistical support for student
lobbying efforts. This should include
buses for an Albany rally, as well a:s telephones, fax machines, and other communication equipment for outreach purposes.
4). Publicly and formally contact the local
unions, notably 1199's Dennis Rivera and
DC 37's Stanley Hill in order to declare an
anti-budget cut coalition.
5). Contact and mobilize all CUNY alumni
against the proposed tuition increase and
budget cuts.

1). Give complete amnesty to all student

protesters. Again, th~ protests would not
have taken place if the Chancellor and the
Board of Trustees had acted in good-faith,
done the right thing, and decisively countered the Governor's proposals. Furthermore, as they pursue disciplinary and
criminal proceedings against student protestm:s, !he Chancellor and the Board are
destroying the political and social fabric of
the CUNY campuses. Many of the protestors are in~olved in student government,
campus newspapers, and various club activities. Their actions are tantamount to the

6). Refuse to implement the tuition increase.
7). Begin to democratize the CUNY power
structure, which must include the election
of the Board of Trustees and the elimination of all ties which compromise the integrity of its members.

--Andrew Long, Tara McGann,
Michael Waldron
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CUNY Strike News

At 5PM Thursday, April 18, the following
demands were·reconfirmed. The continued
occupation of the. Graduate Center was also
reconfirmed by an overwhelming majority.
The negotiation process has begun with
Graduate Center administrators. The
Graduate Students' continued takeover is
in solidarity with the student strikes at
·other CUNY campuses.
These are our demands by consensus.
1. We insist 'that Chancellor Reynolds
meet with the delegated representatives of
the strike committees from all CUNY campuses.
2. Statements by our Graduate Center administration that they will not bring police
or additional outside security forces onto
our campus, and a statement opposing the
use of police to end occupations on other
CUNY campuses.

i

l
J.

3. The administration present a plan showing what they are going to immediately do
to escalate pressure on the legislature to
stop the .budget cuts, proposed tuition
hikes, proposed termination of 800 adjunct
positions, and the decrease in state financial aid. This plan should be presented at an
open forum of students and administrators
at the Graduate Center and in a public
statement to the press.
4. The agreement reached between the PSC
and CUNY which specifies that CUNY
Graduate Center students be given priority
over other-graduate students in all adjunct
hirings should be enforced.

at this time, high schools are incapable of
The student occupations of CUNY pulsions, according to Rita Rodin.
complying with her expectations, and campus buildings~that began April 8th at
The ways in which disciplinary and
thereby fewer public school students will City College, and swept 13 CUNY cam- legal actions were brought upon the strikbe able to obtain a college education.
puses, were all but over by May 1st, 1991. ing students raises questjons about the role
The CUNY administration seemed intent and autonomy of campus administrations
10. Governor Mario Cuomo should rescind on removing students from the buildings and the political relationship of the Board
his proposed CUNY budget cuts, tuition by the end of the week ending April 27th. of Trustees and Chancellor Ann Reynolds
hikes and cuts in financial aid. Instead he Indeed, most of the buidings were given to the CUNY student body. Specifically,
should expand the State budget for health back in a space of 48 hours, as court orders the questions raised are whether the protoand education.
were issued, arrests made, and counter-p~o- col for dealing with the student strikers was
tests
by other CUNY students were held on formulated from 80th street and passed
'11. End the freeze on·new PhD. programs. Friday and Saturday April 26th and 27th. down as directives to campus administraAt most of the campuses, however, stu- tions, which seems patently the case, and if
12. CUNY should return to a policy of free dents voluntarily relinquished buildin_gs.
this set up a system meant to bypass diatuition.
When asked about how the court or- logue with the students and engagement
ders were issued so closely together, Rita with their struggle. Rodin described a
13. The number of distinguished faculty Rodin of the Office of Public Relations for "flow of command back and forth," belines [parity of "central appointments"] in CUNY said, "I doubt it was coincidental" tween 80th Street and the campus adminieach Graduate Center department should She explained that "the weekend was com- strations, and a "collaborative effort" in
be equally proportional to the number of ing up," and this facilitated the flow of pa- decision making.
students in each of those departments.
perwork through the legal beaureacracy.
The Board of Trustees likes to remind
The coincidence seemed also to signal the us of their commitment to the mission of
14. The CUNY administration should be administration's desire for a fresh start on CUNY, and their efforts to defeat the
budget cuts, yet their first, last and only
responsible for negotiating pay for the con- the following Monday.
For two weeks prior the CUNY cam- ·concern was ending the occupations, and
tract workers who are unable to work due
pus administrations and Board of Trustees ending them without having to grant ,deto the strike.
had been seeking temporary restraining or- mands to students ..
While according to Rita Rodin, each
15. The appointment of Executive Officers ders against the striking students; and desk
should be done by program faculty, stu- appearances were issued to strikers at sev- campus president_had t~ative--t'-....__
eral campuses who ignored these-brde"fs~i-eementrwithAfllcientsas they saw
-........_
dent, and staff committees.
including Lehman College, Bronx Com- fit, over leaving buildings, she stated the
"
munity
College,
New
York
City
Technical
•Chairman
-of
the
BoaJ-d•of"Ttustees·and
16. No disciplinary action against people
involved in the Graduate Center takeover. College and Borough of Manhattan Com- Chancellor Ann Reynolds "did not want
munity College. Currently 49 CUNY stu- total and unconditional amnesty." In a
dents are facing disciplinary proceedings, May 1st article in Newsday one reporter
which could result in suspensions and excontinued on next page

Graduate Center Strikes Back
from page 9
work towards a progressive tax plan at the
state level which will provide for education, health care and other human needs.
We continue to support the other CUNY
strikers." The Strike Committee also noted
that they had made gains by, "successfully
forc(ing) our administration to take a more
public stand and to actively struggle
against the budg~t cuts and tuition hikes
that could devastate CUNY, a responsibility which this administration'has heretofore
shirked."
After leaving the building, graduate
students continued their activities in support of the other ongoing s~es; leafletting
and lettei: writing at the Graduate Center;
bringing out contingents to demonstrations
against the state budget cuts; organizing
lobbying of legislators; protesting at meetings of the Board of Trustees; and at 8:00
a.m. on May 4, protesting at the Gracie
Mansion power breakfast between Governor Cuomo and Mayor Dinkins. The numbers of graduate students engaged in the
struggle against the budget cuts and tuition
hikes has increased geometrically since the
occupation of the building. Recently, the
Graduate Student Strike Committee renamed itself Students for Educational
Rights in order to link it with similarly
named groups at the other CUNY campuses. Graduate student delegates continue
to attend meetings of the CUNY-wide
strike committees, CUNITY, and to coordinate actions and protests.

5. Mina Rees Library hours be substantially extended, especially evening and
weekend hours. The budget of the library
be increased sufficiently to cover the expenses of book and journal purchases, and
to support those services necessary for our
research neeeds.
6. The Graduate Center administration, and
each program, actively recruit students and
faculty, who would reflect the racial and
ethnic diversity of the City of New York.
Sufficient support should be provided to
ensure completion of degrees by these students, and the accomplishment of tenure
for faculty.
7. The Graduate Center administration
should actively recruit from the CUNY
system, ~nd should ensure a greater representation of lower-income people. The
Graduate Center should more actively sup·port working people, women, and gays and
lesbians.
8. Chancellor Reynolds should initiate a
plan showing what she ~s going to do to
escalate pressure on the legislature to stop
the budget cuts proposed tuition hikes, proposed termination of adjunct positions, and
the decrease in financial aid.
9. Chancellor Reynolds should rescind the
raising of minimum high school requirements for entering college students, since
~!~.":~-t1 ',.f
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More Strike News

1

''Strike Breaking" 101 at 80th St.
frompagelO
noted that, "Some protesters Tuesday said
they would surrender the buildings if City
College President Bernard Harleston
granted them amnesty. But Harleston refused on orders by CUNY Chancellor W.
Ann Reynolds. (emphasis ours)" This
seems to suggest a more limited autonomy
for how campus administrations could
negotiate with their own students; they
could negotiate within the guideline that
they were not allowed ,to grant amnesty.
The arrangement that the City College
administration arrived at with its students
seems carved out of this limited sphere allowed by the Board. In an imaginative
twist, of the 49 CUNY students_facing disciplinary procedures, the 22 who are City
College students will be forced to face
hearings or submit affidavits about their
activities in the strike, though none will
face punitive measures, according to the
Office of Public Relations of City College.
A press release from City College states,
''If the student participates in a disciplinary hearing, the President will stay the
penalty imposed by the committee until
the student graduates . . . If the student
admits to the charges in a signed affidavit,
no penalities will be assessed."
When Rodin was informed that in
see1ping contradiction to the strictures of
Reynolds, the CUNY graduate students
had received a promise of no disciplinary
action from acting-President Cahn. she
said, clearly flustered,""! don't know .how
to respond to that." Acting Provost
Marshall of the Graduate Center said, "I
don't believe there's a contradiction." He
explained the bureaucratic logic wherein
unless some disciplinary action had already been taken, there was nothing to be
given amnesty for. ··No amnesty needed to
be granted." In light of the agreements
reached between City College and Graduate Center students and their administrations, disciplinary actions taken against
other CUNY students would be vindictive
and inequitable. It would be hard for 80th
Street to argue that the campus administrators were acting autonomously, as they
,saw fit. Rather it would be a way of punishing students less able to defend themselves-namely Community College students.
Although the CUNY administration
refused to see t!J.e protests as strikes and
characterized them instead as illegal lockouts, their manner of dealing with the students, particularly seeking court injunctions, was very similar to management
dealings with striking workers, indicative
of their corporate ties and dispositions.
The CUNY administration immediately
responded aggressively; their strategy was
to delegitimate the aims of the protesters,
_and the protestors themselves. Campus administrations (excepting Hostos Community College) and 80th Street continually
reiterated in near identical press releases
that they would not tolerate the methods
chosen by the students that they characterized as counter-productive. A press release
from the Office of University Relations,
dated April 22 stated that continued protests would jeopardize next year's financial aid grants. Administration
spokespeople insisted that protesters represented a minority of the student population, though they refused to concede that

students resorted to these actions only after
all other means had failed (means unsupported by CUNY administration).
Not even willing to pronounce the liberal truism, ''we like your aims, but hate
your tactics'', the Board was careful to
commend nothing about the takeovers,
praising what they presented as outside of,
or in opposition to the strikes. A statement
from the Board to the New York City
Community, dated April 29, of course
states their opposition to the budget cuts
and tuition hikes, but makes clear, "While
we disapprove of the lockout tactics employed by some students, the Board of
Trustees applauds the efforts of all the stu- the express intent of breaking through the fice asked departments to mobilize stu- n.-r
dents who have voiced their concerns barricades, as with BMCC. Again, many of dents to vote against the strike at the daily
peacefully and lawfully. We commend our the students were nursing students. Strikers 4:00 p.m. meetings. The opposition never
administrators for their tireless eforts to say they spoke with these students, and the appeared in substantial numbers.
restore calm on the campuses and let situation was diffused. Later, a court order
Finally, the question is whether t~e
classes proceed." Nowhere does this letter was delivered, and police were brought on Board and Reynolds represent the interests
make explicit how they will oppose the campus to clear out the students and arrest of CUNY. Although the Board congratubudget cuts and tuition hikes, but also those who refused to leave.
lates all those who engage in peaceful legal
nowhere is there an engagement with the
It's reprehensible that administrations actions, when asked if anyone from 80th
student protestors. The image of the pro- . put more energy into organizing students · St. attended peaceful legal rallies on March
testors as hooligans was a barely concealed against students than in fighting the budget 19, April 24 or April 30, opposing state
tactic of the CUNY administration.
cuts ai1d tuition hikes, and did not feel budget cuts, Rodin said. "'I'd have to find
Chancellor Ann Reynolds has cate- compelled to open up all lanes of commu- out and call you back." When asked if congorically refused to engage in dialogue nications with the students whose aims s1dering that the extensive lobbying and
with students on these critical issues facing they perportedly share. Vice-President letter writing has not worked so far,
CUNY; there have been no meetings be- Richardson of New York City Technical whether the Board foresees the need for a
tween Reynolds and students, either prior College said his administration had offered change of tactics, Rodin speaking for the
to the takeovers or since. The Board of to meet with and negotiate with students, pundits in 80th Street said, "I don't know."
Trustees are quick to bring legal action and though students standing by vocally de- Whomever Ann Reynolds rel)resents, it is
,at best slow to dialogue with 'the·students; nounced this assertion as a lie. Mean.while, .certain\')' not .lhe-stud.en\.s...oi:-\.\\se C.~\.':1,,.-\.:h._._,_ _
though a more cynical reading is that they at the Graduate Center, our provost's of- versity of New York.
are uninterested in dialogue.
(At press time Chancellor Reynolds
plans to meet in a closed session with students from the CUNY Internship Program
in Government and Politics to be televised
by CUNY t.v. Students involved in tuition
cut tuition hike opposition are not permitted to attend.) Reynolds was, however,
willing to appear and talk with students
opposed to the takeovers. At the Borough
of Manhattan Community College, the
only campuses where the strike was ended
by fellow students, Chancellor Reynolds
was eager to congratulate the students who
smashed th.rough the doors to end the occupation. By official accounts, nursing Stu- w·
dents who were upset over losing class
hours, which could jeopardize their certification, broke through glass doors ang barricaded doors. BMCC ·security, who were on
hand, had metal cutters available to cut
chains locking doors, thereby gaining entrance to the building. Chancellor Ann
Reynolds showed up within a short period
of time" (she had been en route from a
Board meeting in Staten Island) to congratulate the student strike breakers just in
time for the 7:00 evening news.
1:he BMCC students, according to a
student involved with the strike who declined to give his name, had decided the
night before to leave the building and initiate dialogue with their administration, and
had signalled this to the administration.
During the next 48 hours after the incident at BMCC, court orders .were served
and arrests were made at Bropx Community College, New York City Technical
College and Leh~an College. At New
York City Tehnical College, a 2-year college reported
in downtown
student strikers
thatBrooklyn,
a demonstration
of ..__ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _.....
counter-protesters had been organized with
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computer lab.
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